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ELECTRONICS  

New method for application of soldering paste  
„No Stencil Printing” ® 

Valentin Hr. Videkov, Aleksey B. Stratev, Georgi A. Farkov  

 
A technological method for applying soldering paste in the surface mount technology that does 

not use a metal mask is discussed. In classical technology, the metal mask provides positioning and 
dosing of the amount of paste necessary to form the solder. With the new method, by removing the 
mask, the need for its settling in position is eliminated and its accuracy of positioning during the 
application is enhanced. The possibility of using a photosensitive epoxy mask instead of a metal mask 
is justified, and the masks offered by the manufacturers are reviewed. They are analyzed with regard 
to the achieved depth and resolution. The second element for the process is the selection of suitable 
paste. Various pastes and the requirements to them are discussed. The results from preliminary 
experiments using leaded and lead-free pastes are presented. The main areas of application of the 
method, depending on the packages and pads are defined. 

Нов метод за нанасяне на спойваща паста „No Stencil Printing” ® (Валентин Хр. 
Видеков, Алексей Б. Стратев, Георги А. Фърков). Разглежда се технологичен метод за 
нанасяне н аспойваща паста в повърхностния монтаж без използване на метална маска. В 
класическата технология металната маска се използва за позициониране  и дозиране на 
количеството припой.  При новия метод чрез премахване на маската се избягва 
необходимостта от съвместяване и се повишава точността на разполагане на пастата. 
Обсъдена е възможността да се прилагат фоточувствителни епоксидни маски вместо 
метални, като са разгледани различни производители. Вторият елемент на процеса е изборът 
на подходяща паста. Анализирано е постигната дълбочина и резолюция. Обсъдени са различни 
пасти и изискванията към тях.  Представени са предварителни резултати от използването 
на оловни и безоловни пасти. Определени са областите на приложение на метода и 
изискванията към корпусите и площадките.  

 

Introduction  

The basic technological process for mounting of 
electronic components in modern technology is the 
surface mount. It includes three main technological 
process ensuring the assembly of the components to 
the PCB using soldering. The first of them is a 
preliminary dosed supply of solder in the soldering 
area. Solder supply is implemented by applying 
soldering paste in two ways: syringing (dispenser 
application) [1], or by printing [2]. The main objective 
of the paste printing is to apply a definite amount of 
paste in a particular place - the contact pad. There are 
two main methods for printing using different masks. 
Historically, first screen printing evolved [3], known 
from the thick film technology and printing through a 

metal mask [4], which is dominant at this time. The 
method of printing through a mask is continuously 
improved to achieve higher precision and mainly in 
what concerns small doses - small prints fine pitch 
applications [5]. The development goes mainly in the 
direction of developing new masks with small 
thicknesses and special profiles, and technologies for 
their production [6], [7].  

The developments of technologies for accurately 
settling in position the print, combined with the 
technology of the mask, are relatively few. Usually, 
for accurate settling in position special optical systems 
with cameras are used [8].  

The purpose of this work is to investigate the 
process of applying soldering paste through a mask 
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and to check the feasibility of printing without using a 
mask. 

Printing of soldering paste through a metal 
mask.  

Application of soldering paste by printing is 
presented in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig.1.Printing of soldering paste. 

On the printed circuit board (pad), a metal sheet 
(mask) is placed, in which holes are made coinciding 
in location with the contact pads. Soldering paste is 
placed on the mask and using a squeegee the holes in 
the mask are filled. After lifting the mask, some paste 
remains on the contact pads and it serves for 
formation of solders.  

The process aims precise locating of the paste the 
place and printing a certain amount of it. The accuracy 
of placing is determined by the precision of placing 
the mask (settling in position), and the amount of 
paste is determined by the thickness of the mask.  

When reducing the size of the components, the size 
of the contact pads and the distance between them are 
also reduced. The amount of paste necessary for the 
solder is reduced too. This is achieved by reducing the 
thickness of the mask, and in some cases, by reducing 
the size of the hole.  

Reviewing the process in detail requires 
knowledge of two elements more. One of them is the 
availability of protective mask (solder mask) and 
appearance of paste residues along the periphery of 
the mask. 

Fig. 2 shows a detail of the process through the 
vertical section.  

 
Fig.2. Printing (vertical section). 

The imprint may be applied on a contact pad 1, not 
defined by the protective mask 2, or through a hole 3 
stepping on the protective mask. During the printing 
process the hole is filled with soldering paste 4. The 
amount of paste is defined by the section of the hole, 
its depth and the quality of flattening (filling) resulting 
from the passage of squeegee 5.  

After filling the holes, the mask is raised - Fig.3. 

 
Fig.3. Removal (raising) of the mask. 

When lifting the mask, the paste 1 remains on the 
contact pad and forms the print. The process is 
accompanied by a number of effects which are 
determined mainly by the thixotropic properties of the 
paste. Usually, after the removal of the mask, 
minimum amounts of paste remain in its lower part - 2 
(Fig. 3). Therefore, the metal mask must be 
periodically cleaned of this residue. For reducing the 
residue and minimum carrying away of the paste at 
the end of the hole 3, special treatment of the walls of 
the mask 4 is required. This is done for minimal 
adhesion of the paste to them. As an approach to 
reduce the effect, a special procedure for removal is 
used.  
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 Printing of soldering paste without metal mask.  

When printing paste on the pad defined by the 
protective mask (Fig. 3), it can be seen  that the actual 
depth of the hole is greater. The thickness of the 
protective mask raises the metal mask. Then the total 
thickness of the print will be: 

(1) stsms DDD += , 

where Ds is the depth of print soldering paste, Dsm is 
the thickness of the protective mask and Dst is the 
thickness of the metal mask.  

Then, if we increase the thickness of the protective 
mask and thus reduce the thickness of the metal mask 
1, we can keep the total thickness of the print - Fig. 4. 

 
Fig.4. Printing without a metal mask. 

In a boundary case, we can remove the metal mask 
and the paste 2 fills only the hole in the protective 
mask. However, the question on filling the hole with 
pastes of different sizes arises- Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig.5. Filling with pastes with different diameter 

In crystallography, similar questions for filling of 
the volume are discussed in detail [9]. If the depth of 
the hole h is divisible to the diameters of grains in the 
paste d1 , d2, the coefficient if filling does not change. 
What is important is if we have arbitrary thickness of 

the mask. Then it is necessary that the diameter of the 
grains to be minimized or the mask to be thicker. In 
case of grains of the same size, we can assume filling 
with accuracy ½ of the diameter. In practice, this 
condition is not met because of the different diameter 
of the grains. Fig. 6 shows the microphotography of 
two types of pastes with different diameter of the 
grains. 

 

 

Fig.6. Pastes with different diameter of the grains. 

The paste on the left has a smaller average 
diameter, but has greater dispersion of size - in this 
case 20.02 µm and dispersion of 5.58 μm. In the paste 
on the right the diameter is 29.76 μm and the 
dispersion is 4.73 μm.  

Despite this particularity, the application of the 
method allows to achieve two significant effects. 
When printing through a classic metal mask settling in 
position the mask with the contact pad is necessary, 
and this is more difficult in fine pitch components. In 
the proposed case this is not necessary. The second 
advantage, derived from the application of a 
protective mask only, is the obtaining of the fine 
prints directly in the mask because of the ease of 
obtaining small thicknesses.  

To implement the process, it is necessary to apply 
a protective mask with a thickness of about 60 to 80 
μm minimum. It is desirable that this mask is 
photoprocessed because of the high resolution of the 
method. Indeed there are various manufacturers of 
such protective masks, making possible  to obtain the 
required thickness [10], [11]. 

Experimental results 

When experimenting with the proposed method, 
two processes had to be worked: obtaining the 
topology of small holes and filling them with fine 
paste.  
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The obtaining of small size is combined with the 
requirement for relatively high thickness of the 
coating. In experiments for reducing the effects of 
influence of the pad and the photomask, bases with 
relatively small dimensions 30x50 mm with high 
flatness were used. Chrome coated glass template with 
dimensions of elements of 75 to 400 μm, designed for 
the needs of hybrid integrated circuits, was used as a 
photomask. Relatively complex topology allowed to 
obtain elements with different orientation of the long 
side relative to the direction of printing - movement of 
the squeegee.  

To obtain the protective coating a photosensitive 
protective mask of the series SD 2467 of the company 
“Peters” was used.   

Because of the need to obtain higher thicknesses, 
modified procedures for application and exposure 
were used. Application of the layers was done twice 
through a metal mesh screen 120. Time of exposure 
and development was determined experimentally by 
quadratic photo wedge (double increase of exposure at 
each step). Other treatments are in accordance with 
the prescriptions of the company.  

Application of the paste was made by the means of 
hand held printer, the main aim was to achieve 
uniform filling of the holes. Print speed from 5 to 14 
cm/s. Fig. 7 shows the result of applying paste in the 
topology of a protective mask.   

 

 
Fig.7. Paste print in a protective mask. 

Pastes with size 20 and 30 μm were used. The 
figure shows the result for the finest paste and 
minimum size of 110 μm horizontally. A special high 
elastic metallic squeegee is used for printing. Standard 
metal squeegees damage the protective mask and the 
poliuretane squeegees scrape up the paste.  

For a more detailed study of some of the effects, 
for part of the specimens vertical ground joints of the 
prints were prepared. Fig. 8 shows a ground joint 

when printing paste with a grain diameter of 30 μm 
and thickness of the protective mask of 45 μm.   

 

 

Fig.8. Ground joint of a print in a protective mask with a 
thickness of 45 μm and grain diameter of 30 μm.   

The dashed line in the figure is the boundary of the 
protective mask 1. The casting resin for the ground 
joint is 2, and the grains of the solder of the paste are 
3. It can be see that in case of comparability of the 
depth with the grain size, the print is uneven in 
thickness.  

When printing in a thicker mask (Fig. 9) and using 
fine grained paste, filling  improves.  

 

 
Fig.9. Ground joint of a print in a protective mask with a 

thickness of 85 μm and grain diameter of 20 μm. 

Conclusion  

The conducted experiments confirmed the 
feasibility of a technological method for applying 
soldering  paste without using a metal mask (stencil). 
Constraints result from the possibility of obtaining 
holes in thick protective masks, use of fine-grained 
pastes and special elastic squeegees.  

The second group of constraints to be tested are 
associated with different types of packages and 
terminals for the components in the surface mount. 
They are subject to further analysis.  
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Wien bridge oscillators using four-terminal current-feedback 
operational amplifiers 

Ivailo M. Pandiev 

 
Two new Wien bridge oscillators using four-terminal Current-Feedback Operational Amplifiers 

(CFOAs) as an active building block are given. The four-terminal CFОAs are special type of mono-
lithic operational amplifiers and can be represented as a cascade structure of positive second-
generation current conveyor (CCII+) and an additional voltage buffer. The presented sinusoidal 
oscillators are the results of a systematic circuit synthesis and can comparatively easily be derived 
from the well-known Wien oscillator, which employs the Voltage-Feedback Operational Amplifier 
(VFOA). The proposed circuits provide the following advantages: (1) the insignificant influence of the 
load over the parameters of the oscillators, (2) ability for independent fine tuning the condition of 
oscillation by a grounded resistor, (3) ability for independent varying the frequency of oscillation by 
the two equal resistors without affecting the oscillation condition, (4) low output impedance, (5) good 
frequency stability. Experimental results that confirm the theoretical analysis are obtained. 

Генератори с мост на Вин използващи четириполюсни операционни усилватели с 
токова обратна връзка (Ивайло M. Пандиев). В тази статия са представени две електронни 
схеми на синусоидални генератори, използващи четириполюсни операционни усилватели с 
токова обратна връзка като активни елементи (four-terminal CFOAs). Четириполюсните 
операционни усилватели с токова обратна връзка са специален вид монолитни операционни 
усилватели, които могат да се представят като каскадна структура от операционен 
усилвател на ток (CCII+) и повторител на напрежение (буфер). Представените синусоидални 
генератори са синтезирани на базата на добре известните в практиката електронни схеми 
на генератори с мост на Вин, използващи операционни усилватели на напрежение (VFOAs). 
Предложените електронни схеми притежават следните предимства: (1) незначително влия-
ние на товара върху параметрите на избирателната верига, (2) възможност за независима 
настройка на амплитудата на генерираните трептения чрез резистор свързан към маса, (3) 
възможност за независима настройка на честотата на трептенията чрез два еднакви 
резистора без това да предизвика изменение на амплитудата на сигнала, (4) малко изходно 
съпротивление, (5) добра честотна стабилност. Проведените физически експерименти върху 
опитни електронни схеми  показват много добро съвпадение на основните параметри на гене-
раторите (честота, амплитуда и коефициент на нелинейни изкривявания).       

 

Introduction 
A variety of sinusoidal oscillator circuits using the 

voltage-feedback operational amplifiers (VFOAs) as 
the active element (non-linear element) are available 
in the literature [1], [2]. It is well known that the finite 
gain-bandwidth product of the VFOA affect both the 
oscillation condition and oscillation frequency. In the 
past two decades several current conveyor based RC 
sinusoidal oscillators [3]-[10] and four-terminal 
current-feedback operational amplifier (CFOA) based 
RC oscillators [11]-[15] are proposed in the literature. 
The four-terminal CFOAs are special type of 
monolithic operational amplifiers (op amps) and can 
be represented as a cascade structure of a positive 

second-generation current conveyor (CCII+) and an 
additional voltage buffer. Generally, the major advan-
tages of the CCII based circuits, compared to the 
conventional VFOA based circuits, are that the CCIIs 
provide higher signal bandwidth with greater linearity 
and have larger dynamic range. Additionally, the 
bandwidth of the CCII based circuits is almost inde-
pendent of the pass-band gain, as the two parameters 
can be separately modified using the passive elements 
in the negative feedback network. 

Each of the current conveyor (CC) based oscillator 
circuit uses one, (two or three) second-generation 
current conveyors (CCII) and a small number of 
resistors and capacitors. In the most cases the resistors 
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and capacitors are connected to ground. Only the 
circuits presented in Ref. [3] and [6] use floating 
resistors for independently controlling of the 
oscillation frequency. In the other circuits with current 
conveyors frequency and condition of oscillation can 
be controlled by grounded resistors. In fact, the groun-
ded resistors allow simple and independent control of 
the basic parameters.  

The CFOA based oscillators in comparison with 
the current conveyor circuits have small output impe-
dance and larger bandwidth. Furthermore, the majo-
rity of published current conveyor oscillators usually 
generate sinusoidal signal with frequency up to 300 … 
500kHz, as well as the load, connected to the output, 
can have significant influence on the oscillation 
condition and frequency stability of the output signal. 
The oscillator circuits given in Ref. [11] are based on 
using single four-terminal CFOA AD844 and their 
basic parameters can by independently controlled by 
the grounded single element (resistor or capacitor). 
The oscillator reported in Ref. [12] employ two four-
terminal CFOAs and two grounded capacitors in 
which both the oscillation frequency and condition 
can by controlled using two single resistors. Recently 
in [13], [14] and [15] RC sinusoidal oscillators using 
single CFOA are proposed. The oscillator circuits 
given in [13] use single four-terminal CFOA, three (or 
four) resistors (at least one of them is floating) and 
two grounded capacitors. These circuits enjoy inde-
pendent control of the frequency and condition of 
oscillation. The circuits presented in [14] and [15] are 
Wien type oscillators using single three-terminal 
(most common) CFOA, where the condition of os-
cillation is adjusted with a grounded resistor and fre-
quency of oscillation can be tuned by varying two 
equal resistors. The major advantage of the CFOA 
based Wien type oscillators, compared to the conven-
tional VFOA based Wien circuit, are that the CFOA 
circuits has easier manipulation of oscillation condi-
tion within wider frequency range by using one groun-
ded resistor. 

Wien bridge oscillator circuits using CCII have 
been introduced in Ref. [6], [7] and are generated 
from the conventional Wien oscillator using VFOA. 
The Wien oscillators given in Ref. [6] are obtained by 
replacing the VFOA together with the feedback 
resistors by composite CCII. This composite CCII 
used two separate CCIIs and two resistors. The Wien 
type circuits reported in Ref. [7] is based on using the 
single positive second generation current-conveyor 
(CCII+) as a VFOA. These oscillators are simpler 
than the ones given in Ref. [6], except that 1) the 
output impedance is very high and 2) the load connec-

ted to the output of the circuits may has significant 
influence over the parameters of the frequency-depen-
dent positive feedback network. 

The goal of this paper is to present two new Wien 
type oscillator circuits using a single four-terminal 
CFOA and small group of passive RC components. 
The proposed circuits by contrast to the earlier Wien 
oscillator circuits quoted above, uses open-loop 
configuration with CFOA based circuit for implemen-
tation the active building block. Furthermore, the 
oscillation condition of the proposed circuits can be 
controlled by grounded resistors without affecting the 
oscillation frequency. The amplitude stabilization of 
the created circuits is better at higher frequencies than 
the CC based oscillators known earlier. 

Four-terminal CFOAs 
The four-terminal CFOA (or CFOA with an 

accessible z -terminal) is equivalent to a CCII+ plus 
an output voltage buffer. These op amps have a high 
impedance non-inverting input y , a low-impedance 
inverting input x , a current output z  and the voltage 
output о. The port z  is between the first stage (CCII+) 
and the second stage (voltage buffer), where the resis-
tance is very high (magnitude of several mega ohms). 
This allows the usage of four-terminal CFOAs in 
selective amplifier circuits, sinusoidal oscillators, 
multivibrators etc. The pot о of the CFOA is the 
output of the voltage buffer, where the resistance is 
very low (magnitude of several ohms). This low 
output impedance enable easy cascading in voltage-
mode operation of the CFOAs. The schematic repre-
sentation of a four-terminal CFOA is shown in Fig. 1. 
For example, the monolithic op amps AD844, 
OPA660, OPA860, MAX436 and LM13700 can be 
used as four-terminal CFOAs. In some of the available 
op amps, such as OPA860, LM13700 and MAX436, 
the CCII+ is not connected internally to the output 
voltage buffer. 

xi

xrS /1=

CCII+

z

y

x buffer 

1+ o

AdjR

Adj

 
Fig. 1. Symbol of a four-terminal CFOA. 

Moreover, for some of the four-terminal CFOAs 
the quiescent current of the CCII+ is set with an exter-
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nal resistor ADJR , connected between pins Adj and the 
supply voltage −

SSV  (or ground). The resistor ADJR  
adjusts the transconductance xrS /1=  and allows 
optimizing the bandwidth and the voltage amplifi-
cation. 

1+

zr zC

xr

1+

xi

+CCII

ou
y

x

yr yC

+inu

−inu

xi

yi zi

z

 
Fig. 2. Linear macro-model of a four-terminal CFOA. 

The linear macro-model of the four-terminal 
CFOA, presented in Fig. 2, reflects the small-signal 
behavior of the real device. The model includes the 
following elements: input and output buffers (voltage 
followers); xi  – controlled current source; yr  and yC  
– input resistance and capacitance of the non-inverting 
input; xr  – resistance of the inverting input; zr  and 

zC  – output resistance and capacitance.  
For this CFOA the general relation between input 

and output voltages and currents can be given by the 
following hybrid matrix 

(1) 
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

z

x

y

z

x

y

o

z

x

y

u
i

u

Z
r

Z

u
i
u

i

100
/110
01

00/1

 , 

where )/1(|| yyy sCrZ =  and )/1(|| zzz sCrZ = . 

The matrix representation given with (1) is valid 
only for ideal input and output voltage buffers. 

The four-terminal CFOAs have several important 
applications. For example, these types of CFOAs are 
used in realization of analogue computing current-
mode circuits, high-speed amplifiers, active filters, 
oscillators etc. The objective in this paper is to de-
monstrate practicality of the four-terminal CFOAs in 
transforming well known Wien bridge oscillator emp-
loying non-inverting amplifier with VFOA to voltage-
mode active-RC oscillators with current conveyors, as 
active elements.  

Circuits description 
Fig. 3a represents the generalized configuration of 

the Wien bridge oscillator, which employs single 
VFOA and two resistors FR  and NR  realizing a 
voltage-controlled voltage source (VCVS) with gain 

UA  [2]. The positive feedback network RCN  of the 
circuit is represented as a sub-circuit and includes 
passive RC elements. Replacing the VCVS with 
VFOA by a VCVS realized with a four-terminal 
CFOA (Fig. 1) the circuit of Fig. 3a results in a new 
RC oscillator shown in Fig. 3b. The control of the 
oscillation condition and oscillation frequency for the 
created oscillator is fulfilled by two feedbacks – one 
positive and one negative. The CCII+ of the four-
terminal CFOA is with negative feedback network, 
formed by the resistors CR  and ER . The resistor ER  
can be realized with a variable resistor for tuning the 
negative feedback depth until the desired amplitude of 
the output signal is obtained. The circuit configuration 
of the amplifier with CCII+ is very close to the 
common-emitter configuration with discrete bipolar 
transistor. The voltage gain is set in a similar manner 
as for the transistor amplifier and can be found by the 
following equation: 

(2) 
E

C
R

S

E

C

y

z
U R

R

R
S

R
u
uA

E<<

≈
+

≈=

1

1 , 

where xrS /1≈  is the transconductance of the CCII+. 

FR

NR

ou

VCVS with gain

VFOA

UА

+inu

−inu

N

F
U R

RА +≈1

in out

GND

RCN

 
Fig. 3a. The generalized Wien bridge oscillator using VFOA [2]. 

The network RCN  for the new voltage-mode 
oscillator is connected between the output port of the 
voltage buffer and the y  terminal of the CCII+. The 
output signal in the new generalized oscillator is taken 
from the output port of the voltage buffer, which has 
high input and low output impedance (the typical 
values of the input and output impedance are appro-
ximately Ω> М1  and Ω10...1 , respectively). The 
proposed configuration has the following advantages 
features: independent amplitude control through a 
single grounded resistor, use of one CFOA, a buffered 
output and good frequency stability. Examples of the 
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voltage-mode sinusoidal Wien oscillator, based on the 
generalized configuration of Fig. 3b, are considered in 
the following subsections. 

xi

1+ ou

ER

xrS /1=

CR

CCII+
Voltage buffer 

4-terminal CFOA
with gain UА

E

C
U R

RА ≈

z
y

x

in out

GND

RCN

 
Fig. 3b. The generalized voltage-mode RC oscillator using the 

four-terminal CFOA of Fig. 1. 

First oscillator circuit  – RCO1 

 Fig. 4 represents the first proposed Wien bridge 
oscillator (RCO1), which is obtained from VFOA ba-
sed oscillator shown in Fig. 3a. The control of the os-
cillation condition and frequency of the created RCO1 
is fulfilled by two feedbacks – one positive and one 
negative. The positive feedback network of this circuit 
is realized with a band-pass RC network using two 
capacitors 21 CC −  and two resistors 21 RR − . In this 
way the oscillator should operate as close as possible 
to the quasi-resonant frequency of  of the band-pass 
RC network. The output voltage for the RCO1 is 
obtained from the output port of the voltage buffer. 

2R

1R

2C

1C

xi

1+

ER

xrS /1=

CR

CCII+
Voltage buffer 

4-terminal CFOA
with gain UА

E

C
U R

RА ≈

z
y

x ou

 
Fig. 4. The proposed voltage-mode Wien oscillator (RCO1) 

based on the four-terminal CFOA of Fig. 1. 

Using the hybrid matrix given in Eq. (1), which 
characterizes the four-terminal CFOA and by routine 
analysis of the RCO1, the linear characteristic equa-
tion is found: 

(3) −+++ 1
'
2

'
2

'
211

'
21

'
21

2 ( CRCRCRsCCRRs  
   

 01)1
'
2

'

=+
+

− CR
rR

R

xE

C   

where BuffinzCC RrRR ,
' ||||= , 22

'
2

2

|| RrRR
yrR

y

<<

≈=  and 

22
'
2

2

CCCC
yCC

y

>>

≈+= . 
The oscillation condition and radian oscillation fre-

quency of the circuit are given by 

(4) 

UA

xE

C

rR
R

C
C

R
R

+
=++

+β

'

/1

1

'
2

'
2

11   and  

      

(5) '
21

'
21/1 RRCCo =ω ,                  

respectively.  
Thus it is seen that the grounded resistor ER  

controls the oscillation condition without affecting 
oscillation frequency oω . On condition, that are sets 

RRR == 21  and CCC == 21  the equations for the 
oscillation condition and frequency are simplified and 
can be given by )/(3 '

xEC rRR +=  and RCo /1=ω , 
respectively. The frequency of oscillation oω  can be 
adjusted by varying of the two equal resistors 1R  and 

2R  without affecting the oscillation condition. 
The passive sensitivities of the RCO1 are low and 

obtained as 
5,0

2121
−==== ωωωω oooo

CCRR SSSS . 

Second oscillator circuit  – RCO2 

The additional Wien bridge oscillator (RCO2), ba-
sed on a four-terminal CFOA is shown in Fig. 5. In 
this circuit the positive frequency-dependent feedback 
is realized by using a cascaded structure of low-pass 
RC network and high-pass RC network. Although the 
oscillator of Fig. 5 is related to that of Fig. 4 by the 
transformation of the passive RC circuit, in the 
oscillator of Fig. 5 the parasitic effect of bC  into the 
frequency of oscillation can be neglected.  

The linear characteristic equation of this oscillator 
circuit is given by 

(6) −+++ 2
'
2211121

'
21

2 ( CRCRCRsCCRRs  

01)2
'
2

'

=+
+

− CR
rR

R

xE

C . 
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xi
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xrS /1=

CR

CCII+
Voltage buffer 

E

C
U R

RА ≈

z
y

x

2R

2C
1R

1C

ou

4-terminal CFOA
with gain UА

 
Fig. 5. The additional volatge-mode Wien oscillator 
(RCO2) based on the four-terminal CFOA of Fig. 1. 

The oscillation condition and the radian oscillation 
frequency are 

(7) 

UA

xE

C

rR
R

R
R

C
C

R
R

+
=++

+β

'

'
2

1

/1

1

2
'
2

11   and 

(8) '
2121/1 RRCCo =ω .                 

For this oscillator circuit, the recommended design 
is to take: RRR == 21  and CCC == 21 . In this case 
the condition of oscillation is given by the equation 

3)/(' =+ xEC rRR  and the radian frequency of oscilla-
tion is RCo /1=ω . 

The passive оω -sensitivities of the RCO2 is lower 
than unity and equal to those obtained for the RCO1. 

Frequency stability 
The frequency stability factor FS  is defined as [4] 

(9) 
1

)(

=

Φ
=

u
F du

udS ,   

where ou ωω= /  is the normalized radian frequency 
and )(uΦ  represents the phase function of the open 
loop transfer function (with the feedback loop broken 
at y  port) of the circuits in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The 
frequency stability factor FS  for the proposed circuits 
(RCO1 and RCO2) is found to be 1≈FS .  This small 
value of the frequency stability factor can be mostly 
compensated by the ability to obtain sinusoidal output 
signal with low harmonic distortion ( %1<THD ) and 
wider frequency range ( MHz1> ). Moreover, the 
RCO1 and the RCO2 use small number of active and 
passive elements (one monolithic four-terminal 
CFOA, two capacitors and four grounded resistors – 
only one of them is virtually grounded). This feature 

of the proposed oscillators can be essentially impor-
tant under practical realization of complex electronic 
circuits and systems. 

Experimental results 
To verify the theoretical analysis, various circuits 

of the proposed sinusoidal oscillators, were imple-
mented on a FR4 PCB laminate with SMD compo-
nents. The operation of the RCO1 and RCO2 has been 
analyzed by implementing the circuits with monolithic 
integrated circuit OPA860 [16] (biased with V5±  
supplies), using as single four-terminal CFOA. For the 
op amp OP860 the quiescent current QI  is set with an 
external resistor ADJR , connected between pins Adj 
and the ground. The experimental testing of the 
circuits is performed within the frequency range 0,1 – 
20MHz against the values of the positive feedback 
components. The circuit of Fig. 4 was designed with 

RRR == 21 , CCC == 21 , Ω= 300CR , 
Ω= 250ADJR  (sets approximately mAIQ 2,11=  and 

Ω= krz 54 , pFCz 2= , Ω= kry 455 , pFC y 1,2= , 
Ω= 8xr , Ω= MR buffi 1,  and Ω= 4,1,buffoR ) and ER  

varies from 10  to Ω100 . In both cases, the RCO1 and 
RCO2 are started by tuning the value of the ER . 

 
Fig. 6. The output waveform of the RCO1 at MHz1  with 

Ω== 80021 RR  and pFCC 20021 == . The horizontal 

scale is 1250 −divns  and the vertical scale is 11,0 −divV  
(the attenuation option is X10 ). 

The output waveform and the measured oscillation 
frequency of the RCO1 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 
at calculated frequency MHz1  and MHz10 , res-
pectively. The measured oscillation frequency were 
found to be kHz998,998  and MHz996641,9 , respec-
tively. For the both frequencies the amplitude of the 
output signal Vu mo 6, ≈  (peak to peak) at Ω= 500LR , 
the DC voltage component mVu DCo 10, <  and the 
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%5,0<THD  were obtained. The difference between 
measured and calculated frequencies of oscillation is 
due to the tolerances in the passive elements used and 
to the parasitic impedances of the real device. 

 
Fig. 7. The output waveform of the RCO1 at MHz10  with 

Ω== 8021 RR  and pFCC 20021 == . The horizontal 

scale is 125 −divns  and the vertical scale is 11.0 −divV  (the 
attenuation option is X10 ). 

Conclusion 
In this paper two new Wien bridge oscillators 

using a single four-terminal CFOA have been presen-
ted. Their condition of oscillation can be indepen-
dently controlled by a grounded resistor and the 
oscillation frequency can be adjusted by varying the 
two equal resistors without affecting the oscillation 
condition. The circuits described are simpler and do 
not have some of the drawbacks, encountered in 
previously suggested Wien type oscillators using the 
CCII+s. The proposed oscillators have been tested 
with a monolithic four-terminal CFOA, obtaining 
good behavior for low and high frequencies. 
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Research on dynamic characteristics of identical converters with 
common input and output dc voltages 

Hristo M. Antchev, Petar T. Goranov 

 

 In the paper is presented author’s research on transient processes for identical shunt operating  
converters – common supply dc voltage and common load dc bus. Those transient analyses are related 
to load current step variation  for shunt operating converters. Mathematical relations are obtained  
for output voltage variation. Results from computer simulations are added. Experimental data is 
presented in order to confirm theoretical analyses. There are shown that an improved transient 
parameters are obtained due to shunt converters connection. 

Изследване на динамичните свойства на еднакви  преобразуватели с общи  входно и 
изходно постоянни напрежения (Христо М. Анчев, Петър Т. Горанов). В статията са 
представени изследванията на авторите върху измененията на изходното напрежение по 
време на преходните процеси на еднакви преобразуватели с общо входно и изходно постоянни 
напрежения. Тези изменения са изследвани при стъпално изменение на товарния ток за 
отделен преобразувател и за система от  паралелно свързани по отношение на входа и изхода 
преобразуватели. Получени са математически зависимости, описващи изменението на 
изходното напрежение, представени са резултати от изследване посредством компютърна 
симулация. Представени са експериментални резултати, потвърждаващи теоретичните, и 
показващи подобрените показатели на преходния процес при системата от паралелно 
работещи преобразуватели. 

 

Introduction 

Researches on systems of dc/dc converters for re-
newable energy sources are known [1]-[7]. Main im-
portance in them is paid on the harmonization of their 
characteristics to those of other elements – photo-
voltaic modules, fuel cells, ultra capacitors. Different 
algorithms for control of shunt operating converters 
are proposed as the purpose is equilibration of their 
charge and decrease of the pulsations of input and 
output currents [8]-[10]. Transient processes under 
different disturbances for the system of dc/dc con-
verters are relatively rarely analyzed, for example 
[11], [12]. In these researches a special attention is 
paid to the distribution of output currents between 
different converters during the transient process by 
means of different algorithms for currents equilibra-
tion. In the practice there are dc consumers, which 
are sensitive to their supply voltage and their opera-
tion is related to sudden variation of their current – 
for example the audio equipment. 

The purpose of the present research is analysis of 
transient process when sudden load variation of one 
converter and a system of converters with common 
input and output dc voltages with equivalent power 
occurs. As a result of comparative analysis find out 

potential advantages concerning the parameters of 
transient analyses for a system of converters.  

Mathematic relations 

The equivalent research circuit of transient proc-
ess by varying the load current is presented on fig.1, 
where: 

 1. SSU  - the output voltage in steady state, which 

is defined as: 

(1) OOISS RIUkU .. −= , 

 k  is factor relating the values of the input and out-
put voltages [8], [11], OI  and OR  - values of the 

output current and the output resistance of the con-
verter. 

2. ( )pZO  - transient output impedance; 

3. ( )pIOΔ  - function,  presenting the variation of 

the current during the transient process; 

4. ( )pU OΔ  - function presenting the variation of 

the voltage of the transient output impedance during 
the transient process: 
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(2) ( ) ( ) ( )pZpIpU OOO .Δ=Δ  

 

SSU

( )pZO

( )pIOΔ

( )pUO

( )pUOΔ

 

Fig.1.Equivalent circuit for analysis of the transient 
process under varying the output current 

From fig.1 it can be seen that the value of the output 
voltage of the converter can be defined by means of 

(3)     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pZpIUpUUpU OOSSOSSO .Δ−=Δ−= . 

In [6] by identifying the converter as “black box” 
and using the system step response, the following ex-
pression is proposed for the transient output imped-
ance 

(4) ( )
22

2
2

1

..2

..

apbp

pKpK
pZO ++

+
=  

where ξω .; aba == . 

The method for defining ξω,,, 21 KK  from the 
oscillogram of the transient process of the output 
voltage is presented [6]. 

Let examine N  identical converters, operating in 
parallel, with common input and output dc voltages. 
If neglect the possible asymmetries in the circuits, so 
the values of the output resistance OR , the transient 

output impedance ( )pZO , as those of the steady state 

voltage SSU  of all converters are identical. So in par-

allel connection the equivalent circuit will be identi-
cal to that presented on fig.1 with variation of the 
values as follows: 

(5) ( ) ( )
N

pZ
pZ

N

R
R O

ON
O

ON == ;  

If we assume that step variation of the output cur-

rent with value of OIΔ , so the output voltage for one 

and N  converters will be: 

(6) ( ) ( ) ( )pZ
p

I
UpUUpU O

O
SSOSSO .

Δ
−=Δ−=  

(7) ( ) ( ) ( )
N

pZ

p

I
UpUUpU OO

SSNONSSNON .
Δ

−=Δ−=  

where  

(8) 
N

R
IUkU O

OISSN .. −=  

From the deducted relations it can be seen that the 
character of the transient process in shunt operating 
converters is preserved, but both the value of the 
steady state output voltage and instant values of the 
output voltage during the transient process change. 
On the basis of (4) and (6) it can noted that: 

(9)  ( ) ( )
22

2
2

1

..2

..
.

1
.

apbp

pKpK

Np

I
UpUUpU O

SSNONSSNON ++
+Δ−=Δ−=  

Or only for the variation of the transient output 
impedance during the transient process of N operat-
ing identical converters with common input and out-
put dc voltages, the expression is: 

(10) ( )
22

2
2

1

..2

..
.

1
.

apbp

pKpK

Np

I
pU O

ON ++
+Δ

=Δ  

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (10) is 
obtained equation (11). 

It should be noted that in similar way a research of 
other functions, expressing the variation of the output 
current can be done. The analyzed step variation is 
the most frequently met in practice and is used for re-
search on dynamic characteristics of dc sources. 

Computer simulation analyses 

Computer simulations by means of ORCAD 10.5 
software of one and two buck shunt converters. The 
simulation model is shown in fig.2. 

The operating frequency is 20 kHz, duty cycle – 
0.26. Inductance values are 600 Hμ , and capacitor 

values – 1000 Fμ . Step variation of the output cur-
rent by increasing and decreasing by 5A is simulated.  
Results for one converter are presented on fig.3, and 
for two converters – on fig.4. 

(11)   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
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Fig.2. Computer simulation analysis model. 

           Time

30.0ms 32.0ms 34.0ms 36.0ms 38.0ms 40.0ms 42.0ms 44.0ms 46.0ms 48.0ms 50.0ms 52.0ms 54.0ms 56.0ms 58.0ms 60.0ms 62.0ms 64.0ms 66.0ms 68.0ms
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Fig.3. One converter simulation results for step variation of the output current by 5A- from 5 to 10 A  

and conversely between 30 and 50 mS  
 output voltage, output current and inductance current. 

           Time

30ms 32ms 34ms 36ms 38ms 40ms 42ms 44ms 46ms 48ms 50ms 52ms 54ms 56ms 58ms29ms 59ms
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Fig.4. Two converters simulation results for step variation of the output current by 5A- from 5 to 10 A  

and conversely between 30 and 50 mS 
 output voltage, output current and inductance current. 
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From the waveforms for the transient state of the 
output voltage can be defined the following 
factors ξξω .,,,, 21 abaKK == , of relation (11) [6], 
[13]. From the waveform of the output voltage is 
subtracted its steady value and the waveform for 

( )tU ONΔ  is obtained. In fig.5 and fig.6 are shown 

the obtained relations for one and two converters 
respectively. When increasing the output current the 
coordinates of the points, corresponding to the first 
minimum ( )111 , tyA  and the first maximum 

( )222 , tyA  are evaluated. From relation: 

 (12)      12 tt
d

−=
ω
π

 

is defined the frequency dω . 

ξ  is defined as: 

(13)      
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The frequency ω is defined as: 

(14)      
21 ξ

ωω
−

= d                                                   

The following parameters ξω .; aba == can 

also be defined. The auxiliary quantities ϕ  and G  
are also defined: 
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Fig.5. Waveforms  for OU , OI  and ( )tU ONΔ  for one converter 
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Fig.6. Waveforms for OI and ( )tU ONΔ  for two converters 
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where OIΔ is the value of the current variation. 

1K and  2K are also defined: 
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The read and calculated values for both cases are 
the following: 

− For one converter the points are 
( )mSVA 163.1,1105.31 − , 

( )mSVA 75.3,7378.12 , so 

s
rad

d
310.214.1=ω , 310.2.182 −=ξ , 

s
rad310.234.1=ω , 

s
rada 310.234.1= , 

s
radb 83.224= ,  rad317.1−=ϕ , 

821.0−=G , 795.01 =K , 

69.8172 −=K . 

− For two converters the points are  
( )mSVA 2.1,9.11 − , 

( )mSVA 775.3,088.12 , so 

s
rad

d
310.22.1=ω , 310.73.174 −=ξ , 

s
rad310.239.1=ω , 

s
rada 310.239.1= , 

s
radb 49.216= , rad366.1−=ϕ , 

499.0−=G , 012.01 =K , 6062 −=K . 

By replacing them in (11) the following 
expressions for the output variation in function of the 
time respectively for one and two converters are 
obtained: 
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From the computer simulation analysis presented 

above it can be seen that in shunt operating converter 
system the transient process has better parameters – 
smaller overshoot and duration. These are additional 
advantages to the well-known ones, in relation to the 
pulsation diminution of output current and their 
frequency increase [8], [10]. 

Experimental analysis 

A sample of DC/DC converter with common 
output voltage is realized under the circuit 
configuration of fig.7. For the power model Fuji 
transistor modules 2MBI50N-060 have been used.  
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Fig.7.Circuit configuration of the sample of DC/DC 

converter with common output voltage 
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Feedbacks for monitoring of the output voltage 
and the common output current of the converters as 
well as for the current consummated by the source 
are foreseen. The values of the operating frequency 
and of the passive elements are the same as those of 
the computer simulation. As it can be seen from fig.7 
that the realization allows the monitoring of 
bidirectional converter composed of two converters 
in parallel as for the purpose of the presented analysis 
the operations of buck converters are researched. The 
nominal value of the dc bus is 48V. In fig.8 is shown 
the aspect of the sample. 

By means of electronic load M9713 is simulated 
the output voltage variation from 5 to 10А and 
conversely, as the duration of the variation is 20 mS, 
as in computer simulation analysis. The value of the 
input voltage for which are presented the 
oscillograms is 200 V, as in the circuit of fig.2. 

In fig.9 are shown the oscillograms for transient 
response for one converter and in fig.10 – for two 
converters. Chanel 2 of the oscilloscope is connected 
to the output of the electronic load, which is 
calibrated as follows 12А/1V. 

From the comparison of the respective 
oscillograms of fig.9 and fig.10 the better parameters 
of the transient process in both converters – 
overshoot and duration can be seen. 

Conclusion 

In N shunt operating converters with common dc 
input and output voltages the character of transient 
processes when varying the output current is the 

same as for one converter. Instant values of the 
voltage dip of the output transient impedance of the 
system of converters decrease in conformity with 
(11). In the system of parallel operating converters 
the transient process has better parameters– 
overshoot and duration.  

The deductions above are confirmed by research 
of one and two buck converters by means of 
computer simulation. 
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Some models of integral micro- and nanoelectronics, applied in 
the field of modern integral aphoristics 

Nikolay Velchev 

 
The interdisciplinary effects are characteristic of all fields of the modern technique, science and 

technology. As  an innovation a correlation is established  between the principles of integration in mi-
cro- and nanoelectroinics, on one hand, and the integration of  aphorisic structures  into integrated 
aphorisms (also called polyaphorisms), on the other hand. This is due to established common models 
within electronic and aphoristic elements in integrated structures.  Thе present cross-disciplinary re-
search cover several scientific trends, using microelectronics as a main basis and having as a result 
three   published books with integrated aphorisms. 

Модели на интегралната микро- и наноелектроника, приложени към областта на 
съвременната интегрална  афористика (Николай Б. Велчев). Интердисциплинарните  
ефекти представляват важна характеристика на  развитието на съвременната техника,  
наука и технология. Като иновация, една корелация е установена между принципите на ин-
теграция в микро- и наноелектрониката от една страна и интеграцията на афористични 
структури – в интегрални афоризми, наричани също полиафоризми, от друга страна. Това се 
дължи на установените общи модели с електронни и афористични елементи в интегрални 
структури. Представеното  интердисциплинарно изследване покрива няколко научни направ-
ления, използуващи микроелектрониката като основна база  и  имащо за  резултат  три  пуб-
ликувани книги с интегрални  афоризми.  

 

Introduction 

The development of science across the boundaries 
between two or more scientific fields, or between sci-
entific trends, is a salient feature of modern science 
(cf. f.e. [1]). Here are some specific examples. A few 
decades ago the scientific fields appeared of con-
densed matter physics, surface and interface physics, 
transistor techniques, biophysics, biochemistry, bion-
ics, geochemistry, cybernetics, robotics, etc. Some 
thirty years ago arose micromechanics, microelectron-
ics, microrobotics, microbiology, simulation, personal 
computer engineering, sensorics, systems engineering, 
etc. The onset of 21 century brought about 
nanosciences (nanoscience of materials, nanotech-
nologies, nanophysics, nanomechanics, nanoelectron-
ics, nanosensorics, nanochemistry, nanobiology, 
nanophysiology and nanomedicine), organic 
nanoelectronics (polytronics), physical biochemistry, 
biological physical chemistry, biophysical cytology, 
plectics, etc. Besides it was established that even less 
popular sciences and scientific trends, such as, for ex-
ample, econophysics, social psychology, etc., gain an 
increasing attention thanks to their interdisciplinarity 
[2]. 

The subject of the present paper is the possibility 
for an estimation from physical point of view of the 
interdisciplinary effects in the field of integral apho-
ristics – another new trend of development in con-
temporary aphoristics. More information about the 
corresponding new aphoristic structures, variably 
named polyaphorisms, integral aphorisms, apho-
rismitzees or just integrals, can be found in ref. [3], 
while these are further elaborated in the recently pub-
lished books of the author [4]-[6]. 

The world of polyaphorisms 

The appearance of integral aphorisms is associated 
with the established contradiction between the ever 
growing world-wide interest of readers in aphorisms 
and the present inadequate form of the contact Apho-
rism/Reader in the chain Author-Publisher-Reader. 

Polyaphorisms, or integral aphorisms, represent 
systems of monoaphorisms in the form of essays, al-
beit by different authors. They are integrated pieces of 
wisdom, maxims, sayings, proverbs and epigrams, all 
being integrated by a common thematic and semantic 
characterisric and representing different (author’s) 
points of view. This makes it possible to ad hoc com-
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plement, juxtapose or antithetize a whole multitude of 
various view-points, thus adding to the informational 
and spiritual wealth of the readers. 

Multiway interdisciplinarity 

The interdisciplinary effect, which for ordinary 
aphorisms was originally limited only within the 
fields of “fiction” and “philosophy”, in the case of 
polyaphorisms extends to other fields. In the first 
place, the innovation concerns certain methodological 
principles applied to the following directions: 

• publicism (through essayistics); 
• micro- and nanoelectronics (through the estab-

lished methods of designing, modeling and tech-
nology of integral electron circuits); 

• three-dimensional modular architecture 
(through a systematization of data by a thematic 
and semantic criterion); 

• informational technologies (algorithms for the 
preparation of books and collections of 
polyaphorisms, as well as methodologies for reg-
istration and searching of data); 

• unification and standartization of monoapho-
risms as building blocks of polyaphorisms; 

• arts – as a skillfully and ably performed work of 
art in a technological and aesthetic sense com-
plemented by the accompanying emotional de-
light. 

One can consider as an innovation the established 
general model [3] for utterly different scientific fields 
and trends. This model is built upon the correspon-
dence between the principles of integration of micro- 
and nanoelectronic structures, on the one hand, and 
polyaphoristic structures, on the other hand. A corre-
spondence can also be established in the following 
several aspects. First, in the case of integration of 
electronic and aphoristic elements the general result is 
integral systems of elements: in one case they are 
called “integrated circuits” (IC), while in the other  
“integral aphorisms”. Second, in both cases a trimmer 
modular architecture is being used based on standard-
ized and unified modular constructions of elements. 
Third, both types of integral structures are being pre-
pared in accordance with group technology which re-
quires all the details of the building elements to shape 
simultaneously – until the ultimate formation of the 
integral system as a whole. Fourth, the integral elec-
tronic circuits and the integral aphorisms are being 
created through similar technological processes, 
namely, designing, modeling, technology and testing 
the results. 

It should be noted that the transfer of concepts and 

terminology from fields of science, techniques and 
technology (like for example “modeling”, “technol-
ogy”, “architecture”, “unification”, etc.) to the field of 
aphoristics should by no means be interpreted as ig-
noring, simplification or a replacement of the methods 
of classical literature. Just the opposite, being applied 
to polyaphorisms, these methods result in an intensifi-
cation, strengthening, prolongation and specification 
of the aphoristic impact, as compared to the effect of 
classical monoaphorisms. 

The interdisciplinary effects bear also other dimen-
sions based, for example, on the fact that science, arts 
and fiction (though using different methodological 
tools) are built upon a common cultural fundament. 
However, one should bear in mind that all the above-
mentioned categories are inevitably under the influ-
ence of contemporaneity and of its metamorphoses. 
Thus, for example, according to the anthropological 
thesis of cultural relativism, the moral rules and val-
ues present in the aphoristic maxims should differ for 
the different societies. On the other hand, the thesis of 
ethical objectivism is antipodal as it holds that the 
moral principles which lie in the basis of aphorisms 
have to bear universal validity. Last but not least for 
its importance is the application relativism allowing 
either the application or the drive to application of 
moral rules in different ways [8]. 

Once again it should be stressed that the interdisci-
plinary nature of integral aphorisms can be estimated 
from the point of view of their symbolic disposition 
between artistic and scientific truth, or by the same 
token, between artistic and scientific culture. Thus, 
essentially, we come again to the views expressed in 
another paper by M. Bushev [9]: “The interdiscipli-
nary sciences represent specific paradigms which are 
common for all levels of description – from micro-
physics to cosmology. This is why they throw an exis-
tential bridge between natural science and the hu-
manities”. 

Conclusion 

New types of integral aphoristic structures named 
polyaphorisms have been detected and exposed in 
print [4]-[6]. They offer a solution of the problems 
existing in the chain Author – Publisher – Reader and 
lay the foundations of a new integral aphoristics. As 
compared to the existing hitherto usual monoapho-
risms, polyaphorisms represent  intensified and pro-
longated perceptions with a complementary dose of 
emotionality. 

Polyaphorisms occupy a new interdisciplinary field 
which extends over fiction, philosophy, publicism, 
arts and certain natural sciences, as physics, micro- 
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and nanoelectronics, modular architecture, etc. 
The very interdisciplinary effect of the new apho-

ristic products, the polyaphorisms, bears many-sided 
and multiway manifestations. 
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COMPUTER TECHNICS 

Integrated environment for real-time software development  

Kristian Dilov 

 
The implementation of diagnostic and control electronic systems in automotive and railway vehi-

cles is a widely discussed subject. The contemporary transport vehicles are equipped with tens of di-
agnostic and control electronic units. The specific character for this kind of products is related to the 
following requirements: real-time processing, multitasking, system capability for low power mode 
when there is no task available for processing, and fast recover procedure when necessary. For this 
purpose, an integrated environment for software development in diagnostic and control units for 
transport vehicles is created. The main advantages for this integrated development environment re-
lated to its portability to different hardware platforms, as well as methodology for real-time process-
ing criteria analysis. The basic moments during realization of the real-time operating system as part 
of the integrated environment are examined. A comparison analysis between the proposed program-
ming environment and available similar solutions is available to reader’s disposal. The integrated 
real-time software development environment is tested on two hardware platforms – MSP430 and ARM7. 

Интегрирана среда за разработване на програмно осигуряване за системи работещи в 
реално време (Кристиян Д. Дилов). Разработването на електрони системни за контрол и ди-
агностика в транспортните средства е широко дискутирана тема. Развитието на елемент-
ната база предоставя все по големи възможности за разширяване на възможностите на тези 
системи. Това води до усложняване на програмното осигуряване и необходимото време за не-
говото разработване. Целта на разработката е създаване на интегрирана среда, която да 
унифицира процеса на разработка и повиши неговата ефективност. Основните възможности 
на разработената интегрирана среда са: преносимост на програмното осигуряване по отноше-
ние на използваната апаратната платформа; унифицирани правила за интегриране на изграж-
дащите я функционалните компоненти; възможност за работа в реално време; наличие на ди-
агностични модули, които повишават устойчивостта на системата към систематични греш-
ки. Разработената интегрирана среда е тествана на микроконтролери с ядро ARM7 и MSP430. 

 

Introduction 

The software as a part of contemporary electronic 
control and diagnostic units in transport vehicles is 
continuously increasing its complexity. This com-
plexity is dictated by the growing requirements to the 
system – capability for real-time processing, and on 
the other hand – increased available features in used 
microcontrollers. As a result, the software develop-
ment process is facing a number of challenges – de-
velopment of very complex software by a high num-
ber of software designers for relatively short term of 
time.  

The modus for complex system management is 
also known in antiquity – “divide et impera” (divide 
and conquer) [1]. During the design phase of a com-
plex system, it is necessary to decompose the system 
to separate software components, each of them can be 

further improved independently.  
Independent existence of a separate component, 

apart from the system is impossible. The necessity of 
components execution management in accordance 
with the requirements for real-time processing, enjoins 
the usage of real-time operating system (RTOS). The 
process of real-time requirements verification is usu-
ally a hard for implementation task. It is related to a 
performance and dispatching temporal parameters 
determination. Therefore, availability of methods for 
correct configuration and diagnosis of the system, 
during the design phase is extremely necessary.  

Based on the counted requirements to integrated 
software development environment, the objectives can 
be formulated and the assigned to it: 
- Minimize the hardware dependant software 
components, in order to increase their reuse in other 
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systems with different hardware realization - 
portability of the software components and increased 
effeciency during design phase. 
- Unified software components' managment algorithm, 
independant from hardware platform - possibilities for 
use in 32 and 16 bit microcontrollers. 
- Multitasking. 
- Static allocation and managment of the objects in the 
system. 
- Capabilities for system’s temporal characteristic 
analyses, and real-time processing requirements veri-
fication. 
- Confine the usage of resource memory, in order to 
achieve portability to microcontrollers with limited 
operating memory. 
- Availability of methods for tunning and diagnosis of 
the system. 
- Ability for integration in transport vehicles in 
accordance with the requirements for low power mode 
of the system. 
- System development, with respect to existing 
standards for electronic devices in transport vehicles. 

The analysis of currently available similar 
solutions, shows that not all of the defined 
requirements are satisfied. The OSEK-VDX realiza-
tion [2] does not provide a possibility for system tem-
poral analysis related to real-time processing require-
ments. The implementation is limited to an operating 
system, which does not offer the necessary 
mechanisms for control and analysis of system 
temporal parameters. The AUTOSAR OS [3] 
realization provides functionality for real-time control 
of temporal parameters.  Its approach is based on a 
measurement of execution times for separate user 
task. This kind of information is insufficient for tem-
poral system parameters analyses. The usage of the 
aforementioned integrated softwarte development 
environments do not satisfy the needs of tools and 
methodologies for real-time analysis during the 
development of a new system. 

This paper aims at presenting an unified fortware 
development platform. A real-time operating system is 
developed, with respect to the requirement for low 
level of hardware dependancy. This implementation 
guarantees fast and easy migration to new hardware 
platforms.  The necessary during the design phase set 
of methods and functionalities for tunning and diagno-
sis are integrated in the software development 
platform.  

Real-time operating system (RTOS) 

The main tasks of the real-time operating system 
are related to system resources management, 

dispatching of user tasks, real-time serving of internal 
and external system events. 

User application tasks 

The software component constitutes an active 
object for system decomposition, used as base logical 
unit. Set of software components, characterized with 
similar dispatching requirements can be grouped. 
Thus formed group of software components is called 
user application task. 

The real-time processing requirements as well as 
the multitasking dispatching lead to some additional 
requirements addressed to the user tasks. The goal is 
to provide an environment for simultaneous operation 
of user tasks with relatively long execution time and 
others with time critical requirements, with relatively 
short execution time. This leads to the necessity for 
additional management functionality of the various 
user tasks’ states - realized by the system dispatcher. 
The presence of different states provides the 
opportunity to achieve multitasking execution in the 
system - a low priority task execution can be 
preempted by ready for execution higher priority task. 
The management of user task's states and their current 
context saving is realized by user application tasks 
descriptors. Descriptors are tables with information 
characterizing the current tasks state.  To reduce the 
system cost of operating memory (RAM), only vari-
able elements of the descriptors are allocated in vola-
tile memory. As a result, the descriptors are divided 
into two parts: 
- Constant descriptor – contains user application task 
information, which does not change it self during the 
complete life cycle of the system. This table is 
allocated in the read-only program memory. 
- Volatile descriptor – contains information charac-
terizing the task in every single moment. This part is 
allocated in the operating memory of the microcotrol-
ler. 

The possible states and transitions, the tasks are 
using during system work are shown on Fig. 1. These 
states and transitions are strictly defined and served by 
the system dispatcher of the operating system. 

The implemented RTOS involves two types of 
tasks - basic tasks and extended tasks. The difference 
between them is the presence of an additional state - 
WAITING for the extended user application task.  

The purpose of that state is to provide the task an 
opportunity for waiting a particular system event, 
which will trigger its starting - transition "release" on 
Fig. 1. The existence of such pending state allows the 
task to release the system resource processor, until the 
occurrence of anticipated event.  
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Fig. 1. States and transition graph for basic and exetened 

user application tasks. 

During the maintenance of this state, if no task 
needs to be executed the microcontroller could stay in 
low power consumption mode until next system event. 
From a system perspective, this arrangement allows 
realization for one of the main requirement in 
electronic control and diagnostic systems for transport 
vehicles - availability of reduced consumption mode 
for energy saving. The necessary time to exit the 
system from this passive mode is ensured by the static 
organization of the system. There is no necessity to 
creat dynamic objects when restarting the system. All 
available objects in the system retain their state by 
maintaining their descriptors in the operating memory. 

The static characteristic of the system is another 
key indicator, distinguish it from the existing similar 
solutions at the moment FREERTOS [4] and QNX 
[5]. All necessary system objects and resources are 
allocated during the system’s generation and they are 
maintained during the complete lyfecycle of the 
system. Dynamic construction and destruction of 
system objects is a process characterized by high 
systemic costs of processing time and memory. It is 
not applicable in embedded systems with limited 
resources of memory and processing power. 

System dispatching 

Dispatching is the process of servicing the current 
state of user application tasks in accordance with 
current conditions and needs of the system. On the 
other hand the requirement for multitask processing - 
i.e. parallel execution of several processes (user 
application tasks) requires special system 
organization. Parallel execution of multiple processes 
at the same time is impossible in the context of single 
processor implemented hardware. Therefore, it is 
necessary to have a "virtualization" of physically 
available resources provided by the microcontroller. 
The virtualization is expressed by the creation of 
virtual processor for every separate tasks, and a 

dispatcher to manage them. The moment of starting 
execution for a particular system object is the activity 
of tranfering the content from virtual process to the 
physical one. The moment, which triggers switching 
of the active for execution context is known as 
"dispatching point" [2]. In the current implementation, 
dispatching points are defined and known in advance: 

-  System time tick expiration. 
- Releasing of occupied resource, awaited by a task 

with higher priority than the currently executed one; 
- Task execution completion. 
The virtual processors are represented by the tasks’ 

descriptive tables – descriptors. In a dedicated task 
stack area the current content of special function 
registers of the processor is stored - Fig.2. When a dis-
patching point occurs, the dispatcher estimates the 
current situation in the system and activates the most 
appropriate task. The criterion for evaluation of user 
tasks in their competition for CPU time is their 
priority. Saving of exact transitory context for a user 
application task in a dispatching point, guarantees its 
next correct restoring. 

The execution is restored exactly the same as it 
was in the dispatching point. Based on this the 
pseudo-parallel execution of application tasks is 
realized – multitasking - Fig.2. 
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t

vSFR – virtual special function registers of processor used by a task
dSFR – virtual special function registers of processor used by the dispatcher
rSFR – real special function registers of processor
rRx – real general purpose register x
vRx – virtual general purpose register x in task context
dRx – virtual general purpose register x in dispatcher context

 
Fig.2. User application tasks context switching. 

Specificity of electronic control and diagnostic 
systems for transport vehicles requires reconciliation 
internal processes with different requirements in terms 
of time. In general, they can be divided into processes 
work in real-time and processes with no real-time 
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requirements to the system. As an instance of first 
type we may refer to processes involved in quantities 
measurement whose time parameters - frequency, 
phase could directly affect the correct operation of the 
system. An interruption or a delay of the processing 
will have a negative effect on the correct operation of 
the system. The second group of tasks is related to 
processes that have no stringent time requirements - 
implementation of a communication, data logging and 
etc. Reconcilement of the two groups without 
violation of real-time requirements is a problem 
resolved by the possible types of dispatching, 
supported by the presented system. The time critical 
user application tasks are defined with relatively high 
priority and non pre-emptive dispatching type [6]. The 
second type are assigned with lower priority and pre-
emptive dispatching [6]. The dispatcher provides an 
opportunity for execution of slow user task in so 
called "background mode" [7], and simultaneously 
real-time dispatching for all time critical user 
application tasks. 

The realization of task switching is a hardware 
dependat functionality. It is allocated in the hardware 
dependant modules of the system realized in presented 
platform. The physical separatuion between hardware 
dependant and hardware independant units aims to 
decrease the cohesion between them. Low level of 
cohesion to hardware dependant modules is an 
indicator for high portability of the software to 
another hardware platform. To comply with the above 
principles, task switching is realized in system 
interrupt manner. Expiry of system time tick causes an 
interrupt from the timer of the microcontroller. In 
system interrupt context, the contents of 
microcontroller's special function registers (SFR) is 
saved on a dedicated stack area possessed by the user 
application task. After the dispatcher is started it 
selects a new task for execution. The task’s context is 
loaded into the CPU - Fig.2. As a result of return from 
interrupt instruction the new task starts its execution. 
In case the task has been prempted during its last 
execution, its context will be restored at the exact 
point of interruption. This dispatching point is realized 
in accordance with the described procedure in the both 
supported hardware platforms - MSP430 and ARM7. 
The dispatching points, result of explicit call by an 
user application task to the operating system impose 
some constraints at ARM7 platform. It is due to the 
fact, the user application task are executed in user 
mode but the dispatcher is executed in priviledge 
mode. Direct manipulation over the CPU registers to 
load the dispatcher’s virtual processor is impossible at 
ARM7 platform. Because of that, these kind of 

dispatching points are lealized by e software interrupt 
(SWI). By triggering software interrupt, the 
microcontroller is switching its mode from user to 
preveledge, which indeed is the desired effect. In 
privilege mode manipulation over the system registers 
by software is enabled.  Due to lack of such interrupt 
at MSP430, this approach is realized by call to a 
function amulating the software interrupt. Unification 
of task switching mechanism in this way, ensures the 
uniformity of task dispatching on the both supported 
hardware platforms. 

Tuning and diagnostics capabilities of the 
platform.  

Along with mentioned advantages of the developed 
softwre platform, number of questions about the 
problems related to tuning and diagnostic of the 
sustem arise. Opportunities for adequate analysis of 
system's capabilities guarantees the efficiency of the 
consumer during the system design phase.  

The criteria for real-time processing have to be 
assessed and guaranteed throughout the complete 
device life cycle. For this purpose, a methodology for 
analysis of real-time dispatching capabilities is 
synthesized. Its goal is to demonstrate the physical ca-
pabilities of the system to meet the real-time process-
ing requirements. The proposed analyses are based on 
the real-time dispatching theory, proposed by sources 
[8], [7], [9]. The developed model for assessment is 
parrt of the integrated software development 
environment as an auxiliary module. 

The first main problem is connected to the 
possibility of the system to provide real-time 
dispatching in function of current CPU load. In 
essence, it consists of analysis for the user application 
task's deadlines in situation of a congested system. 
This system congestion is achieved by a situation the 
user tasks have a maximum execution duration. 
Modern similar platforms do not provide an adeuate 
opportunities for such kind of assessment. In OSEK 
VDX [2] specification and AUTOSAR OS [3] a 
methodology for analysis of this type is not defined. 
The CPU load factor, during user application task 
execution can be formulated by following equation: 

(1) 
i

i
i T

C
U = , 

where iC  computation time for task iτ , iT is its cyclic 

execution period and iU  is the CPU load factor 

caused by iτ .  Hence, for m-number of tasks the CPU 

load is given by equation (2): 
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It is necessary to have an analytical expression for 
the upper bound value of U(m), while set of m-tasks is 
still meeting their real-time deadlines. In the analyses 
by Lehoczky and Lui [8] it is proved, that equation (2) 
can be transformed to: 

(3) )12()(
1

−= mmmU  

and U(m) is the upper limit of CPU load, when set of 
m-number of tasks is still dispatched in real-time. This 
statement is effective, when the set of m-tasks corre-
sponds to the rule for rate monotonic [7] tasks align-
ment – higher priority for shorter cyclic execution pe-
riod. This is the recommended method of defining 
tasks priority in implemented software platform. 
Therefore, for infinitely large number of tasks, we can 
calculate the upper limit of the CPU load: 
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In order to achieve real-time schedulability, the pre-
liminary analysis shall assess and confirm the follow-
ing two rules: 

1. Verification of compliance to the rate monotonic 
rule. 

2. Examination for complainace of the following 
inequality (5): 
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Inequality (5) provides the necessary condition, but 
it does not ensure the sufficient condition for a set of 
tasks to be scheduled in real-time. The problem is in the 
possibility several tasks are released by the dispatcher 
one and same moment - Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 3. Critical instance for user application tasks. 

Situation of releasing a user application task to-
gether with others higher priority is known as a "critical 
instance" [10], [7].  

The effect results in blocking the execution of low-
priority task due to higher priority, which will have an 
authorization to start earlier by the dispatcher. 
Consequently, the condition of sufficiency comes 
from the ability of the task to meet its deadline, when 
released in a situation of critical instance. The neces-
sary time for a task to complete its job is formulated 
by the following equation:  

(6) 
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where iI  is the necessary time for execution of all 

higher priority tasks than iτ  for time of [t, t+ iR ]. Let 

the set of tasks with higher priority than task iτ  is 

)( ijHP τ . Every single task jHP∈  will have k – num-

ber of activations for the period iR : 
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Consequently, the temporal interference over task iτ  

by the set of tasks )( ijHP τ  is provided by the follow-

ing equation: 
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Equation (6) can be transformed in the following: 
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 The smallest iR , solution for (9) is representing 

the longest time period for completion execution for 
task iτ . The solution of the equation can be obtained 

iteratively: 
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This methodology is integrated in the software de-
velopment environment as a software tool for timing 
parameters analysis. 

Functional blocks for self-diagnostic and 
control 

Conducting preliminary analysis of the possibility 
for real-time dispatching is an important and 
immutable step during software design of the system. 
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It provides a good opportunity to assess the impact of 
congestion to the real-time dispatching capabilities of 
the system. Predicting performance of individual tasks 
is difficult job when the development of a system 
starts from the scratch and does not relay on previous 
implementation. This requires additional functionality 
for control of real-time dispatching of the system. The 
implementation of AUTOSAR OS [3] provides a pos-
sibility for monitoring of temporal parameters of the 
objects in the system. It is based on a reaction when a 
user application task or interrupt service routine ex-
ceeds preliminary defined time budget. When viola-
tion is detected, the operating system causes a reset of 
the microcontroller by the monitoring system (WDT - 
watch dog timer). Measurement of tasks execution 
time without estimation how they affect the respective 
deadlines (Worst-case response time [9]) does not 
provide the necessary information for the root cause 
of the real-time requirements violation. It provides 
just possible tendencies, without identifying clearly 
the real cause of the problem. The solution for execu-
tion time monitoring by AUTOSAR [3] (WDM - 
Watchdog manager), does not grant the necessary in-
formation. The reaction it uses is restart of the system 
and identification of the delayed task, which misses its 
deadline. It is possible that the problem could not be 
in the identified task, but in a group delay, because of 
a critical instance [9]. As an example the following 
situation can be used – a delay for most of the tasks 
with relatively long execution period of activation, 
does not violate their deadlines (WCR – Worst-case 
response [9]). Aggregate mutual delay appears to be 
commensurate with the period of the task with the 
shortest period of cyclical execution. The reason for 
this is their consecutive execution on one and same 
CPU. In most of the cases, it is not possible to 
compensate this delay and not to affect most time 
critical task. In this case, the problematic task is the 
one with the shortest period of cyclical activation, 
respectively, the most sensitive deadline to previous 
delays. In order to prevent this negative effect it is 
necessary to monitor this “inactivity period” for every 
one of the tasks. This period is indeed the time task 
stays in READY state (Fig. 1). The reason a task not 
to be executed within this period is its priority, lower 
than the others ready for execution – critical instance 
of the task. The possibilities to avoid such effect are in 
the monitoring for critical instance of the task - Fig. 3. 
The time can be measured based on the moment, the 
task enters in ready for execution state (state READY 
Fig. 1), until the moment of start execution on the 
processor (state RUNNING Fig. 1). This period is di-
rectly connected to the reaction time – equation (9). 

The time measurement is a difference between the 
moment for activation of the respective alarm till the 
moment of activation of the task - Fig. 1. This is the 
way to measure the temporal interference in accor-
dance with equation (8) for every one of the tasks. 
Based on this information it is possible to analyze and 
set the optimal tasks to time mapping, in order to re-
duce the temporal interference between them.  

Analysis of achieved results 

During the realization of system architecture, the 
requirements for system portability should be taken in 
consideration. The implementation of this requirement 
is in direct connection to identification of hardware 
dependant features, required by the system. The 
current implementation has the following hardware 
dependant functionalities (Fig. 4): 

- System time tick. When the system time tick 
expires, an interrupt is fired by the timer system of the 
microcontroller. Within the context of interrupt 
service routine, the dispatcher is activated. It updates 
the current state of the user application tasks and 
provides the necessary task switching. 

- Interrupts management. This functionality is in 
charge of the configuration for respective peripheral 
blocks to work with interrupts, as well as the enabling 
and disabling of maskable interrupts.  

- Context switching. This functionality is used to 
exchange the active task at the moment with another, 
or system dispatcher.  

As it can be observed on Fig. 4, the complete part 
of the managing units in the real-time operating sys-
tem is realized as hardware independent. Thus, man-
agement algorithms remain invariant to the used 
hardware platform. Achieved level of abstraction in 
the implemented system eliminates the potential 
problems when migration between 16 and 32 bit 
controllers is required. Managing algorithms do not 
change and always remain the same for each hardware 
platform. 

 
Fig. 4. RTOS structure – hardware dependant and 

independent units. 
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This characteristic of the implemented platform 
allows to use the possibility for automatization during 
the process of new system creation. It is only neces-
sary to connect respective sources of interrupts with 
their service routines already available in RTOS. Ex-
ploiting this possibility a system generator is imple-
mented - Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Process of generation of the system by the inte-

grated environment. 

Based on user configuration, the generator will 
create the source code of the system. These configu-
rations are defining the relation between separate sys-
tem objects in the system – counter-alarm-task, as well 
as the type of dispatching for every one of the tasks. 
The automation of the system creation has avoided one 
substantial problem - the subjective human errors. 

Table 1 
Experimental results with RTOS 

Microcontroller 
Time for 
save con-

text 

Time for 
load con-

text 

Time for 
dispatcher 
execution 

(MIN) 

Time for 
dispatcher 
execution 
(MAX) 

MSP430FG4618 
8MHz 

2,3 μs 3,1 μs 135 μs 560 μs 

LPC2106 
58,9824MHz 

0,86 μs 1,1 μs 26,5 μs 62,8 μs 

Conclusion 

Proposed integrated environment for real-time 
software development increases the effectiveness 
during the design phase of the system. It provides a 
real-time operating system, which facilitates the soft-
ware architecture creation in accordance with real-
time temporal requirements and constraints. 
Possibilities for subjective errors during the creation 
of the system skeleton are avoided by the system 
source code generator. The automated process of 
creation provides an intuitive environment for 
designed system configuration. Unified system control 

algorithms contribute its easy porting to another 
hardware platform. 

The presence of embedded tools and methods for 
system effectiveness analysis are another improtant 
instrument, supporting the design phase of the new 
system. The analysis results enable early identification 
of potential problems and provides direction for their 
solving. The availability of the necessary system 
information at this stage is a prerequisite for 
successful completion of the project in time, without 
compromising the quality of the system. 
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The integrated environment for e-documents exchange presented 
by the reference model for applied architecture 

Roumen Trifonov  

 
The Law on e-Governance obliges all administrative bodies to provide all internal administrative 

services through so called Integrated Environment for e-Document Exchange. The Integrated 
Environment for Electronic Document Exchange (IEEDE) is a manageable environment for 
standardized exchange of structured documents. Moreover, IEEDE enables provision of electronic 
administrative services to citizens and organizations by the administrative authorities, the persons 
performing public functions and the organizations providing public services. IEEDE ensures tools for 
secure exchange of electronic documents between units registered for participation in this exchange. 
The exchange is based on Internet protocols. In case of exchange of unstructured documents IEEDE 
provides so called “container”, which is also structured document, registered in the register of 
information objects. This article represents the environment by four layers of the classical reference 
model for applied architecture. 

Единна среда за обмен на е-документи представена чрез референтен модел за 
приложна архитектура (Румен Трифонов). Законът за електронно управление задължава 
всички административни структури да осъществяват всички вътрешни административни 
услуги чрез така наречената  Единна среда за обмен на е-документи. Единната Среда за 
Обмен на Електронни Документи (ЕСОЕД) е управляема среда за стандартизиран обмен на 
структурирани документи. Нещо повече, ЕСОЕД позволява предоставяне на електронни 
административни услуги за гражданите и бизнеса от административните структури, 
лицата осъществяващи публични функции и организациите  предоставящи публични услуги.  
ЕСОЕД осигурява средство за сигурен обмен на електронни документи между институциите 
регистрирани за участие в този обмен. Обменът е базиран на Интернет протоколи. В случай 
на обмен на неструктурирани документи ЕСОЕД предоставя така наречения “контейнер”, 
който също е структуриран документ, регистриран в регистъра на информационните 
обекти. Тази статия представя средата чрез четирите слоя на класическия референтен 
модел за приложна архитектура.  

 

Introduction 
The Law on e-Governance obliges all 

administrative bodies to provide all internal 
administrative services through so called Integrated 
Environment for e-Document Exchange (IEEDE).  
The functionalities of this technological structure have 
been defined in the Ordinance on the requirements for 
integrated environment for the exchange of electronic 
documents to the Electronic Governance Act, adopted 
by the Council of Ministers. 

 The Integrated Environment for Electronic 
Document Exchange is a manageable environment for 
standardized exchange of structured documents, 
which are registered in the register of information 
objects, between administrative information systems 
for the needs of e-Government.  

Through IEEDE the administrative authorities 
provide internal administrative services to:  

• other administrative bodies; 
• the persons performing public functions; 
• the organizations providing public services. 
Moreover, IEEDE enables provision of electronic 

administrative services to citizens and organizations 
by the administrative authorities, the persons 
performing public functions and the organizations 
providing public services. 

IEEDE ensures tools for secure exchange of 
electronic documents between units registered for 
participation in this exchange. The exchange is based 
on Internet protocols. In case of exchange of 
unstructured documents IEEDE provides so called 
“container”, which is also structured document, 
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registered in the register of information objects.  
All participants in the exchange of electronic 

documents through IEEDE are equal, i.e. in the 
processing of the requests for internal electronic 
administrative service nobody has an advantage or 
priority. 

The administrations are included in IEEDE 
through its administrative information systems (AIS), 
which are described in the Ordinance for internal flow 
of electronic documents and paper documents in the 
administration. Each administration can be 
incorporated into IEEDE with more than one AIS 
support if any or through multiple registrations for 
one AIS, if it is necessary for the purposes of 
exchange. 

The presentation layer of the system 

From the perspective of the classical reference 
model of applied architecture [1] IEEDE hardly is a 
typical referral system [2] and its functionalities to 
four layers of the model will be too arbitrary. 
However, the principles contained in the Ordinance on 
the requirements for integrated environment for 
electronic document exchange are very precise and 
detailed, which allows to describe the requirements to 
the architecture as follows (Fig. 1). 

The presentation layer of the system as a medium 
for exchange of electronic documents only affects the 
work of its own administrative information system 
(AIS) in its functionality to register participants in 
IEEDE and issuing inquiry regarding on the 
participants. 

The Ministry of Transport, Communications and 

Information Technology must provide an official e-
mail address and build web-based application for 
submission of electronic documents to the AIS of 
IEEDE. 

The service layer of IEEDE  

At the service layer of IEEDE may be referred 
functionalities related to transmission of electronic 
documents (Fig. 2). 

The exchange of electronic documents between 
information systems of the participants in the 
exchange through IEEDE should be performed by 
communications server; the connection must be done 
by communication clients - specialized software 
applications installed in the hardware environment of 
participant’s AIS. The installation package of this 
software should be downloaded from the websites of 
the Ministry of Transport, Communications and 
Information Technology, together with a detailed 
manual for installation and use. The Communication 
Client is subject to official registration in the listing of 
certified information systems by the Minister of 
Transport, Communications and Information 
Technology. 

The protocol for exchange of documents through 
IEEDE (i.e. between the Communication Client of the 
sending participant – the Communication Server – and 
the Communication Client of the receiving party) 
must be based on the specification of consortium 
W3C - SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) 
version 1.2 et seq. 

The interface between information systems of the 
participants in the exchange and respective 
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Fig. 1.  Reference model of applied architecture and IEEDE.  
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Communication Clients should be sufficiently simple 
and reliable. The use of Web Services as a means of 
building of this interface is hardly appropriate. Web 
Services are a means of communication between 
heterogeneous applications in Web-environment, but 
in this case the two applications (AIS and 
communication client) operate in the same hardware 
environment.  

The participant, who sends a message through 
exchange session, must identify himself to the 
communication server by the IP-address of his 
communication client. The participant, who receives a 
document in the exchange procedure, is identified by 
the communication server by his unique register 
identifier established upon registration in IEEDE. 

Each procedure for document exchange must 
consist of two sessions as follows: 

• exchange session in which the communication 
client of the sending participant sends a message 
to the communication server; 

• exchange session in which the communication 
server sends a message to the communication 
client of the receiving participant. 

The second session should be terminated after 
return a message about the end the session from the 
communication client of the receiving party. The first 
session should be terminated after return a message 
about the end the session from the communication 

server. The message about the end of the first session 
should be generated from the communication server 
after receiving notice of the end of the second session. 

Each session should have a maximum time of 
conversion, defined in the protocol specification of the 
interface between information systems of the 
participants in the exchange and communication 
client. 

The communication client must notify the 
information system of the sending participant for 
failure to dispatch. The communication server must 
reject any further messages from the communication 
client of the receiving party under the terminated 
session. 

The business layer of the system  
At the business layer of the reference model could 

be attributed functionality of UEEDE related to the 
registration and storage of data to exchange and also 
to the encryption / decryption of messages exchanged.  

Each procedure for document exchange in UEEDE 
must be registered automatically with a minimum 
contain of records, as follows: 

• the unique register identifier of the document; 
• the unique register identifier of the sending 

party; 
• the unique register identifier of the receiving 

party; 
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Fig.2. Transmission protocol of electronic documents. 
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• the time of the dispatch of the document from 
communication client of the  sending party; 

• the time of the document receipt from the 
communication client of the receiving party; 

• the mode of transmission. 
The content of documents carried in UEEDE 

should not be subject to registration. Recorded data 
should not be subject to deletion, correction and 
storage indefinitely. 

The content of messages should be transmitted in 
encrypted form for purposes of the exchange. The 
service information in the messages should be 
encrypted, and has the composition and organization 
of data according to the specifications of the 
Consortium W3C - SOAP ("Simple Object Access 
Protocol").  

The encryption should be done through methods of 
asymmetric cryptography using public key of the 
receiving party. Each participant in the exchange, 
through its communication client has to sign the 
messages, the communications server also. This 
signature is intended only to ensure the authenticity 
and integrity of the sent messages for the purposes of 
the exchange through the communication client and 
the communication server. The public key certificates 
can be issued upon registration of the participants. 

The communication server has to decrypt messages 
sent to it and to verify the transmitted document in the 
decryption message in accordance with its registration 
in the register of information objects. The check 
should be made only in respect of compliance of the 
data structure and concerning the presence of 
unacceptable software. 

In case of unsuccessful verification the 
communication server returns a message that receipt 
of the document has not been confirmed to the 
participant sent the document, according to the 
Ordinance on the internal flow of electronic 
documents and paper documents in the administration. 

The data layer 

Towards a data exchange layer of the reference 
model for applied architecture could be attributed the 
functionality related to the maintenance of data on 
participants in UEEDE. 

This list of participants must be established as a 
database supported by the AIS of UEEDE and 
containing formalized descriptions of the participants 
with regard to the exchange of documents. 

• The communication server has to have direct 
access to the following data: 

• the data identifying the administration, the 
person performing public functions, the 
organization providing public services or the 
recipient of electronic administrative services; 

• the name of participant;  
• the IP-address - the Internet address, from which 

the information system of the participant sends 
or receives messages; 

• the indication to service provision – notification 
that the participant provides electronic services 
through UEEDE; 

• the proven validity of participation in the 
exchange of values "permitted exchange" or 
"forbidden exchange”. 

Conclusions 

The proposed concept of the Integrated 
Environment for e-Document exchange presented by 
the reference model for applied architecture is 
developed in full compliance with the Law on e-
Governance and the six regulations thereto, and as a 
result of the analysis of the realizations done so far in 
the field of e-Government. 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  

Theoretical models and experiment of flat induction systems 

Ilonka T. Lilyanova  

 
Mathematical models of different kinds of flat induction systems are presented in the paper. By 

the help of these models the induced electric field has been calculated and the induced current 
distribution in the heated disc-shaped detail has been determined. For models verification the systems 
are realized and examined. The theoretical and experimental results for current distribution in the 
working aluminum detail are compared. The deviations between them are less than 10% for the larger 
part of the detail. The proposed approach reveals new possibilities for theoretical induced currents 
investigation in non ferromagnetic detail of flat induction system.  

Теоретични модели и експеримент на плоски индукционни системи (Илонка Т. 
Лилянова). В статията са представени математически модели на плоски индукционни 
системи. С помощта на моделите са направени изчисления на индуктираното електрическо 
поле, като е определено разпределението на токовата плътност в работното тяло-
нагрявания дисков детайл. Същите системи са експериментирани. Сравнени са резултатите 
от аналитичния модел и  тези от експеримента за работно тяло от  алуминий. 
Отклоненията са  по-малки от 10% в една доста широка област от детайла. Предложен е 
подход, разкриващ възможности за теоретично изследване разпределението на 
индуктираните токове в неферомагнитни детайли на плоски индукционни системи.  

 

Induction heating (IH) is characterized with: very 
high concentration of energy in the heated material, 
non-contact of the influence, reliability at action, easy 
regulation. It doesn’t cause pollution and finds a wide 
application. It is used in different circumstances such 
as fluids heating [1], demagnetizing of ferromagnetic 
details; high-frequency surface hardening of machine-
building details [2]. The physical processes of 
induction heating are used with a great success even in 
medicine for treatment of cancerous tissue with local 
burning, called hyperthermia [3]. Although the 
induction heating effect has been used for commercial 
purposes for more than 50 years and there is rich 
literature and practical experience on it, because of its 
great applied significance the theoretical work on 
creating new models, making more precise the 
existing theoretical investigations and the model trials 
continues until now [4], [5], [6]. One of the reasons is 
the need of solving optimization and inverse problems 
important for improving the products increasing the 
effectiveness of the processes in them [7, 8]. Besides 
obtaining precise results, the goal is developing 
inductors for special types of temperature treatment 
due to the extending number of fields with great 

number of new inductor’s applications. For example, 
the specific heating and hardening some  areas of  flat     
details is of special interest.  

Using the circuit theory in the paper, mathematical 
models of a few types of flat induction heating 
systems are proposed. The models include theoretical 
assumptions, systems of equations for analysis, 
algorithms for defining the inductor-detail system 
parameters: resistances, the inductor and the detail 
self-reactances and mutual reactances between them. 
With the help of the models the distribution of the 
induced currents in flat non-ferromagnetic details of 
concrete induction systems is determined. The same 
systems are experimented. The results confirm the 
models validation. The described approach is 
applicable in flat induction heating systems with non-
ferromagnetic details investigation. 

Overview of theoretical models 
In theoretical research of the flat inductor-detail 

system the following symbols are introduced: indexes 
A, B, C, D, E, F refer to the inductor sections in order 
from the center to the periphery. The number of 
inductor’s sections depends on different factors. Here 
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their number is accepted equal to those of the 
experimented models. The numerical analysis of the 
flat inductor-detail system is carried out taking into 
consideration the main assumptions as follows: 

− The currents and voltages are sinusoidal 
functions of time; 

− Non-sinusoidal currents and voltages are 
replaced by relevant equivalent sinusoids; 

− The detail is divided into calculating elements-
circular rings, numbered from 1 to N from the 
center to the periphery.  

The mesh analysis is used [9]. The inductor is 
replaced by an equivalent serial circuit, which 
includes: 

− Resistance - R ; 

− Self-reactance of section- FL,BL,AL, X...,X ,X ; 

− Mutual reactance between each other sections- 

EFMACMABM ,X..;;,X;,X ; 
The parameters of the detail’s elements are as follows:   
−−  Resistance-- N21 ,..RR,R ;;  

−−  Self-reactance  --  NL,L,2L,1 X...,X ,X ;;  

− Mutual reactances among the elements of the 
detail – 1)-(N-NM3-1M2-1M ,X...;;,X;,X ; 

−  Mutual reactances between the sections of the 
inductor and the elements of the detail-

N-FM2-AM1-AM ,X...,;,X;,X

                                                                                                                               Table1 
Inductors 

Single-layer Double-layer 
 

6 sections  
with 8 turns 

7 sections  
with 13 turns 

Each layer–7 sections 
with 13 turns 

Inner diameter- in1d  6.10-2m 6.10-2 m 6.10-2 m 

Outer diameter - out1d  42.10-2 m 48.10-2 m 48.10-2 m 

Type and section of the 
conductor 

PET2F 
diameter 2,2mm 

PSD 
1,2х10mm/11,6mm2

PSD 
1,2х10 mm / 11,6 mm2 

 
                                                                                                                                 Table2 

Material of the detail 
Non-ferromagnetic Ferromagnetic 

 

Aluminum Stainless steel Steel St45 
Diameter            

outdd 12 ≈  

Thickness 2δ  2.10-3 m 1.10-3 m 2.10-3 m 

 
Resistances in the equations are calculated in 

accordance with the expression
i

i
i s

l
R ρ= , 

where ( )ταρρ ρ .1.0 += is the resistivity at 

temperature τ , li and si are the average length and 
respectively the cross-sectional area of the each 
inductor section’s winding or of an element of the 
detail. The self-reactances of the inductor sections 
from AL,X  to FL,X and of the detail elements from 

L,1X  to NLX , are defined by the relation LX L ω=  

where fπω 2= is the radian frequency and f is the 

frequency in Hz . The theoretical analysis is carried 
out with Hz50=f  for a more precise comparison 
with the experiment. However, frequencies up to the 
ones closely limiting the depth of the electromagnetic 
wave penetration are also possible to be used. The 

self-inductance L of a flat disk shaped coil is found by 
the graph-analytical method [10] using the relation  

(1)                 Ψ
π

μ= ...
8

20 dwL . 

Here w  is the coil turns number; d= (d1+d2)/2 – the 
average diameter ( −2d inner and −1d outer diameter) 

of the coil; Ψ is tabular determined quantity 
depending on the value of the 

parameter
21

21

dd

dd

d

r

+
−

==ρ . For the little values of ρ 

interpolation by tables cannot be enough accurate and 
then more precise dependences are used for Ψ. The 
mutual reactances are calculated by mutual inductance 
Мij according to the series of Taylor method [10], 
applicable for up to 10 coaxial circular contours. 
When the inductor is loaded a set of 1+N  equations 
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is constructed using the mesh analysis. The system is 
presented in a phasor form. In the equations the 
unknown quantities in complexes are the current in 

the inductor I  and  the currents in the elements of the 

detail NIII  ...,,, 21 . The matrix presentation of the 

system is described as: 
 

CONTZ CONTI  = CONTЕ ,  

Here CONTZ is the matrix of the self and the 

mutual complex contour impedances. It is of the size 

( )1()1( +×+ NN . The matrix-vectors CONTI   and 

CONTЕ are of the sizes respectively )1,1( +N -for the 

loop currents and )1,1( +N  -for the loop 
electromotive forces. The system of equations is 
solved up by the MATLAB program.   

Flat Induction Systems Studied  

The above theoretical description is the base over 
which are build the models of the concrete flat 
induction system types. The subject of analysis and 
experiment are the inductors (Table 1) and the details 
(Table 2), working as laboratory samples and in 
laboratory circumstances. They are supplied with 
industrial frequency and low voltage. 

Diameters outd1 and 2d are respectively the outer 

diameters of the inductor and the detail. The minimal 
distance between the inductor and the detail 
is mm5.1=Δ . 

Theoretical Models 

Single-layer inductor with six sections  
The explored inductor is shown in Fig.1.  
 

 
Fig.1. Single-layer inductor with six sections 

Its inner and outer diameters are respectively: 

06,01 =ind m 42,01 =outd  m.  The six inductor’s 

sections are radially situated at distances of 0.03m. 

The first is with radiuses r0÷r1; the second - r1÷r2 and 
etc. The detail is divided into N elements and the most 
inner of their diameters is equal to the inner diameter 
of the inductor. The equivalent electric circuit 
replacing the series-connected sections of the inductor 
and divided into 13 computing elements detail is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2. Equivalent electric circuit of single-layer 
inductor and working body, including 13 computing 

elements 

Experiments are carried out at opened circuit and 
at load, i.e. when there is a working body (detail). The 
presented system of equations describes the working 
conditions at load with a non-ferromagnetic detail. For 
the inductor with serial-connected sections and in 
accordance with the mesh analysis for coupled 
circuits, the following equation is written 

(2) 

UIXXXj

IXXXjIX

XXjIXX

XjXXXjR

NFNMBNMANM

FMBMAMFM

BMAMEFMACM

ABMFLBLAL







=++++
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For the first calculating element of the detail the 
equation is in the form: 

(3) 
0....

)...()(

1212

1,1,1,111

=+++

++++++

NNMM

FMBMAML

IjXIjX

IXXXjIjXR




  

For the rest (N-1) elements of the detail the 
equations are composed analogically to (3) by cyclic 
replacing the indexes.  
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Single-layered inductor with seven sections  
The induction system is shown in Fig.3. The 

inductor is flat, multi-turn seven-section round shaped.  
Its dimensions are presented in Table 1. The indexes 
A, B, C, D, E, F and G designate the 7 sections of the 
inductor, respectively from the center to the periphery. 
Using the mesh analysis in phasor form a set of 
N+1equations is constructed at load. The unknown 
complex quantities in this system are the inductor 

current I and the currents NIII  ...,,, 21  in the detail 

elements. 
 

 
Fig.3. View of the induction system with 7 sections. 

The equation for the inductor’s contour is in the 
form 

(4)   
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For the first calculating element of the detail the 
equation is similar to (3): 

(5)   
0....

)...()(

1212

1,1,1,111

=+++

++++++

NNMM

GMBMAML

IjXIjX

IXXXjIjXR




 

The rest N-1 equations for other calculating 
elements of the working body are written by cyclic 
indexes replacement in (5). 

Double - layered Inductor   

The double-layered inductor is shown in Fig.4.  The 
lower and the upper layer of the inductor have equal 
heights ( m011.02in1in == hh ) and the same number of 

turns ( 912in1in == ww ). The thickness of the detail is: 

m002.0D =h , and the distance between the inductor 

and the detail is m.003.0p =h   

 
Fig.4. Double-layered inductor. 

The detail is divided into elements, in the form of 
circular rings, with a radial size of 0.010m. Each of 
them corresponds to a calculating element of the 
circuit. With the aim to increase the accuracy for 
further solving of the heating problem a triple-layered 
detail model is investigated. It includes 72 elements in 
three uniform layers: the first layer (near to the 
inductor) with numbers 1÷24; the second 
(intermediate) layer - 25÷48; the third layer (outer) - 
49÷72 (Fig. 5).  
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Fig.5.Double-layered inductor and triple-layered detail. 

Nevertheless that augmenting number of elements 
and layers in the detail the accuracy of the result 
increases not more than 1.5% [11] and does not 
change the radial distribution of the induced field, this 
investigation is needed for additional detailed analysis 
of the temperature field. The two layers of the 
inductor are replaced by equivalent serial-like circuits, 
which are connected in parallel. Their elements are:  

− Resistances 1inR and 2inR ; 

− Self-reactance 1LinX and 2LinX . 
Between two layers of the inductor is introduced 

mutual reactance 1in2M inX .  

Each calculating element of the detail is supposed 
characterized with 
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− Resistance 7221 ,...,, RRR ; 
− Self-reactance ,1LX 722 ,..., LL XX ; 
− Mutual reactance among the elements of the 

detail 72713121 ,...,, −−− MMM XXX ; 
− Mutual reactance between the layers of the 

inductor and the elements of the detail 
,......,,,...,, 22127212111 −−−−− inMinMinMinMinM XXXXX  

...., 722−inMX  
By the use of mesh analysis in phasor form a set of 

2+N  equations is written describing the working 
regime at load.  The unknown quantities are the 
currents in the inductor 1inI , 2inI and the currents in the 

elements of the detail 721 ...,, II . The equations for the 
first and the second layer of the inductor have the 
form: 

(6)   
;UIjX..........IjX

IjXIjXI)jXR(

72721inM221inM

111inM2in2in1inM1in1in,L1in





=+++

++++
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(7)   
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The equation for the first detail element is written 
as follows: 

(8)   
;0IjX.........IjX

I)jXR(IjXIjX

72721M221M

11L12in2in1M1in1in1M
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The equations for the rest calculating detail 
elements have the similar form and for example the 
last 72-nd loop equation is: 

 (9)   
.0I)jXR(.........IjX

IjXIjXIjX

7272,L722272,M

1172,M2in2in72,M1in1in72,M
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The equivalent electric circuit of the double-
layered inductor and a triple-layered model of the 
detail are shown in Fig. 6. 

Experimental studies 

Three samples of flat inductors are studied: a 
single-layered inductor with six sections, a single-
layered inductor with seven sections (serial-
connected or in specific connections between them) 
and a double-layered one. The detail sizes are in 
accordance with Table 2. The details are made of 
different materials such as aluminum, stainless steel 
(non-ferromagnetic) and constructive steel 
(ferromagnetic).  

 

Fig.6. Electric circuit of double-layered inductor and  
a triple-layered model of the detail. 

The experiments are carried out at different input 
voltages. The induced currents are calculated on the 
basis of measured into probes electromotive forces 
(emf).  The probes are single circular windings 
concentrically bordering the inductor sections. The 
magnetic flux iΦ through embraced by the probe area 
is proportional to the induced in the probe 
electromotive force,  ciE   

.50,1,
222..44,4

HzfiwciE

iwf
ciE

iФ ====           

Thereby the current distribution in the detail and 
the magnetic flux density distribution in the inductor 
area are determined. The experiments are carried out 
at working conditions over induction systems with 
different inductor sections connecting. The 
experimental results are processed and analyzed.  

Comparison between theory and experiment 

For the different types of the studied induction 
systems the current distributions at the detail in 
relative unites, this one obtained by the experiments 
and the one determined by the calculations are 
compared. 

Due to the linearity of the environment where the 
magnetic field is propagated (an aluminum detail) and 
the specific geometry of the system (the insignificant 
distance between the inductor and the detail) there is a 
relation between the experimentally measured results 
and those calculated by the system of equations. The 
current distribution in the working detail is determined 
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by applying relevant linear transformations over the 
measured in the probes emf. Since the relations are 
based only on proportionalities, the current 
distributions found by calculation according to the 
theoretical model and this one obtained by the 
experimental results with respect to the induced emf 
can be compared only if they are expressed in relative 
unites. During the experimental results processing the 
following considerations have to be taken into account. 
To the circular contour of each probe corresponds a 
parallelly situated  calculating element in the detail. 
The element has the same radius and the same axis. It 
is shaped like a circular current contour. The inductor 
is situated very closely to the detail. In the region 
there are not any ferromagnetic materials which could 
deform the magnetic flux distribution. These are the 
reasons to accept that the resulting magnetic flux 
inherent to the probe and this one to the relevant detail 
element are almost the same, i.e. the emf induced in 
this element is approximately equal to the emf 
induced in the probe. But the ratio between the 
electromotive force and the resistance of the 
calculating element, linearly depending on the 
corresponding middle circular contour length, is 
proportional to the current in the element. After 
calculations the currents in the detail elements are 
transformed in relative unites avoiding in this manner 
the inconvenience to determine their precise absolute 
values. For this purpose, the theoretically and 
experimentally obtained curve is calibrated with 
respect to the maximum of measured current values in 
the observed series of results. The numerical 
evaluation of the deviations ,%ε  between the 
theoretical and the experimental results is defined by 
the expression: 

(11)  teormteorm IIII )()(I/Im))((.100,% exp−=ε . 

Single-layered inductor with six sections 
The studied induction system is supplied by 

voltage V7.3U = and its inductor current is 
А15Iind = . The detail is an aluminum disc with 

diameter equal to the outer diameter of the inductor 
and the thickness of 1,4mm. The theoretically and 
experimentally obtained graphs presenting current 
distribution in the detail are shown in Fig.7. 

A numerical evaluation of the deviations  ,%ε   
between the theoretical and the experimental results is 
presented  in Fig.8a,b. The graphs are drawn in relative 
unites. Fig.8a shows ,%ε  in the whole radial 
interval m21.003.0 ≤≤ r , and Fig. 8b–only for the 
region with %20,% ≤ε .  

 
Fig.7. Current distribution in the detail 

The biggest differences between the theoretical and 
the experimental results are in the interval 

m06.003.0 ≤≤ r defining the circle zone around the 
inductor opening. Likewise the deviations at the 
periphery of the detail also couldn’t be ignored. The 
deviation increasing in these regions is due to the 
ending effect manifestation. In spite of this in a wide 
range m21.007.0 ≤≤ r , the deviation in absolute 
values is less than 9%. 
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Fig.8. Deviations between theoretical and experimental 
results: а) in the interval m21.003.0 ≤≤ r ; b) in the 

interval m21.005.0 ≤≤ r , where %20,% ≤ε . 

The comparison confirms that the proposed 
theoretical model is reliably accurate and it can be 
used for further examinations including optimization 
of the electromagnetic system. Of grate importance is 
also the fact that in the maximally currently loaded 
region with the highest temperatures, the differences 
between the theoretically and experimentally obtained 
results are less than 5% (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8b) 

             Current distribution in the detail
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Single-layered inductor with seven sections 

Series-adding connections 

The electric field distribution in the working 
aluminum detail is explored on the basis either of the 
theoretical model equations or using the experimental 
results for the emf induced in the probes. The 
theoretically and experimentally drawn graphs of the 
ratio mII  along the radius are presented in Fig. 9. 

Here mI  is the maximum current value in the working 

detail. The comparison between the theoretical and the 
experimental results with respect to the deviations ε,% 
(Fig.10) shows a quite good agreement .  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.Current distribution in the detail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10. Deviation between the results. 

It could be seen that in the interval cm245 ≤≤ r , 

where the maximum mI  is situated, the theoretical 

results differ from the experimental ones in the limits 
of %12,% ≤ε . 

Series-connected sections 1, 2, 6, 7 and 
disconnected 3, 4 и 5 

The graphs of the radial current distribution in the 
aluminum detail for this specific way of connection 
are shown in Fig.11. It has been established that 
theoretical model guarantees again very good 
agreement between theoretical and experimental 

results. Within the interval m24.004.0 ≤≤ r  the 
deviations in relative unites are less than 12%. 

 

 
Fig.11.Plots at disconnected sections 3, 4 и 5. 

Series-opposing connected sections 6 and 7 

The graphs of the induced current distribution in 
the aluminum detail, defined theoretically and 
experimentally, and the ones of the deviations ε, % 
between them, are shown in Fig.12a and Fig.12b. 

 
Fig.12. Series-opposing connected sections 6 and 7:      
 а) Graphs mII ; b) Deviations theory-experiment. 

The deviations are under 10% in the region of the 
first 3 sections, in the region of the fourth – to 27% 
and considerably increase up to 40% in the narrow 
region around the border of the series - opposing 
connection where the direction of the magnetic field 
changes. It could be seen, however, that by radial 
shifting of approximately 0,02mm (~8% radial 
shifting) the theoretically defined plot is a copy of the 
experimental one. 
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Double- layered inductor 

The curves of the induced current distribution in 
the aluminum detail in relative unites are shown in Fig. 
13a. In Fig. 13b is presented the deviation between the 
theoretical and the experimental results. It not exceeds 
10%. It could be observed again that the difference 
between the curves is the biggest in two regions: in 
the strip situated closely around the inner opening of 
the inductor and in the periphery of the detail. This 
phenomenon is due to the ending effects. 

 

 
Fig.13. Double-layered inductor: а) Plots mII ;   

 b) Deviations between theory and experiment. 

Conclusion  

Mathematical models of a few flat induction heat-
ing systems with non-ferromagnetic details are pro-
posed and investigated. The comparative analysis be-
tween the experimental and the theoretical results con-
firms the accuracy of the presented theoretical models. 
Within a fairly wide range of the detail 

m24.005.0 ≤≤ r (an interval corresponding to 90% of 
its radial size) the differences are about 10%. Of great 
importance is the fact that this is the region with maxi-
mal induced currents, i.e. maximal temperature loaded 
working region. The proposed new approach reveals 
the possibilities for theoretical investigation of the in-
duced currents distribution in non-ferromagnetic de-
tails of flat induction heating systems. The guaranteed 
exactness allows the models to be used additionally in 
optimization and inverse problem solutions for 
increasing the effectiveness of these systems. 
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COMMUNICATION TECHNICS 

Text Detection from Images and Video  
with Complex Background in DCT Domain 

Antoaneta A. Popova, Nikolay N. Neshov, Ivo R. Draganov 

 

In order to help users navigate libraries of video and images, algorithms that automatically index 
them based on their content are needed. Text that appears or is graphically superimposed to image or 
video frames is closely related to the content of the scene. This paper presents a method to 
automatically localize and extract text regions in JPEG compressed images and the I-frames of MPEG 
compressed videos. Although this work is concentrated in finding of URLs it can be used for some 
other goals such as extraction of single word or sentences on labels, plates, etc. Unlike some 
previously published works which use full decompression of the video sequence before extracting the 
text locations, the presented by us method detects candidate text regions directly in the DCT 
compressed domain, which causes very fast computation process because of the small amount of 
required decoding operations. This is appropriate in case of text detection on large number of video 
frames. The sum of absolute value of certain DCT coefficients in each block is considered as text 
energy for detection. Each block’s text energy is then recomputed by taking into account the text 
energy of its nearest neighbors. Those blocks that have text energy value greater than a threshold 
(adaptively based on the image contrast) are combined to text block regions. They are further passed 
to a developed 2D filtration process, which efficiently improves the text detection results.  

Отделяне на текст от изображения и видео със сложен фон в DCT пространството 
(Антоанета А. Попова, Николай Н. Нешов, Иво Р. Драганов). За да се помогне на потреби-
телите да разглеждат библиотеки от видео и изображения, са необходими алгоритми за ав-
томатичното индексиране, базирани на съдържанието им. Текстът, който се появява или е 
графично насложен върху изображение или видео кадри, е тясно свързан със съдържанието 
на сцената. Тази работа представя метод за автоматично локализиране и извличане на тек-
стови области в JPEG компресирани изображения и I-кадри от MPEG компресирани видео 
последователности. Независимо, че тази работа е концентрирана в намиране на URLs, тя мо-
же да бъде използвана и за някои други цели като извличане на отделни думи или изречения от 
етикети, илюстрации, табелки и др. За разлика от някои преди това публикувани работи, ко-
ито използват пълна декомпресия на видео последователността преди определяне позицията 
на текста, представеният от нас метод детектира кандидат текстовите области дирек-
тно в DCT компресираното пространство, което води до много бърз изчислителен процес, по-
ради малкото количество изисквани операции за декодиране. Това е подходящо в случаи на от-
криване на текст в голям брой видео кадри. Сумата от абсолютните стойности на определе-
ни DCT коефициенти във всеки блок се приема като текстова енергия при детектирането на 
текста. Текстовата енергия на всеки DCT блок после се преизчислява, отчитайки текстова-
та енергия на неговите най-близки съседни блокове. Тези блокове, който имат стойност на тек-
стовата енергия по-голяма от праг (адаптивно базиран на контраста на изображението), се 
обединяват в области на текстови блокове. После те се подават на разработен от нас процес 
за 2D филтрация, който ефективно подобрява резултатите от отделянето на текста. 

 

Introduction 

Many digital images are recorded, transferred, and 
processed in a compressed format. Thus, a faster text 

information detection system can be achieved if text 
extraction can be done without decompression. 
Extraction of this information involves detection, 
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localization, extraction, enhancement, and recognition 
of the text from a given image. However, variations of 
text due to differences in size, style, orientation, and 
alignment, as well as low image contrast and complex 
background make the problem of automatic text 
extraction extremely challenging. 

Some features, particularly those based on the 
image’s spatial frequency, have been proved to be 
very useful. In [1] is developed algorithm for 
detecting, binarizing, and tracking caption text 
ingeneral-purpose MPEG video. An advantage of the 
frequency-based methods are that they can realize a 
fast text detection in the DCT compressed domain or 
Wavelet Transform (WT) [2, 3]. Many authors use the 
DCT coefficients of lower frequency, while others use 
the Wavelet coefficients of higher frequency. 

Usually, the evaluations of the features for text 
detection have been made mainly through the 
evaluations of the final results of text region detection 
[4], [5], [6]. Analyses of the features for 
text/background separation have not been studied 
enough. No research has yet been made for finding a 
frequency band that is potentially good for text region 
detection.  

Some works suggest the weighted DCT coefficient 
based text detection, mainly empirically defined [7]. 
Fisher’s discriminant criterion [8] has been used for 
optimizing the text features as well. 

We focus on analyses and evaluations of the DCT-
based features and post-filtration of the non-text DCT 
blocks. In Section 2, is introduced the proposed text 
detection method using DCT-based features in low 
frequency band. In Section 3, a filtration method in 6 
steps for candidate-text regions and the proposed 
algorithm’s block diagram are presented. We analyze 
and include experimental results is Sections 3 and 4. 
Section 5 concludes this note. 

Proposed text detection method in DCT domain 

All operations are performed in the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) domain for high speed 
processing. The basic algorithm is accomplished as 
follows: For each DCT block 8x8 a sum of specially 

chosen AC coefficients ACS  (shown in Fig. 1) are used 

to compute a specific feature called text energy of the 
particular block [1]. The low and middle frequency 
coefficients selection was done based on our tests for 
their importance/ big amplitude for text blocks. 
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Generally, the symbols in images are almost 
always larger than 8 by 8 pixels, so the text energy of 
given symbol is not concentrated inside the block 
only, but is distributed to its neighbors. In order to 
achieve better results the average text energy 

),( jiET of neighbouring blocks instead of the single 

block is taken in account.  
 

 
Fig.1. DCT coefficients (highlighted in grey) used for 

computation of a text energy 

The used vertical and horizontal 4 nearest adjacent 
DCT blocks are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2. DCT block (i,j) and its neighbors used for 

computation of the text energy ),( jiET  
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Thus, the text energy ),( jiET for DCT block ),( ji  

is estimated like this:  

(2)     
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In order to determine whether given block belongs 
to text or background it is necessary to compare each 

),( jiET to an appropriate threshold value - θ . The 

image then can be presented as a binary map of white 
(background / no text) and black (text) blocks - 

),( jiTb , based on the simple decision rule: 

(3) 


 θ>

=
d)(backgrounotherwise

textjiEif
jiT T

b       , 255

)(   ),( , 0
),(  

The choice of threshold θ should be an image 
parameters dependent value. In our suggestion θ  is 
based on the average global contrast of image - C . 
The value of C  can be computed easily with 
sufficient accuracy by finding the difference between 
the max and min DC coefficient value for the whole 
image: 

(4) { }),(minmin jiDCDC = . 

(5) { }),(maxmax jiDCDC = . 

(6) minmax DCDCC −= . 

The optimal relation between C and θ  found in 
our investigations is: .9.0 C=θ  

After extraction of text blocks candidates the 
expectation is each of them to contain a part of text 
symbols. Nevertheless, there are some blocks which 
have quite strong text energy to appear as false 
alarms. These are edges, noise or other areas in the 
image that have high AC values. Thereby, additional 
operations are needed to achieve better extraction 
results. The following section describes the developed 
algorithm of 2D filtration operations which is to be 
applied on the extracted text region candidates. For 
illustration and describing of the method an example 
image shown in Fig.4a is processed and each 
intermediate result is depicted after each step.  

First, text blocks are extracted based on the 

computed DCT text energy (2) and applying the 
criterion in equation (3). The extracted candidate text 
DCT blocks can be seen in Fig. 4b. 

Filtration and algorithm’s block diagram 

In Fig. 3 is depicted the developed algorithm block 
diagram by which the text detection is realized. 

A multi-pass filtration in DCT domain is proposed 
in the following steps: 

1st step: Vertical filtration of single blocks, which 
are not connected in vertical direction, assuming that 
text part have height more than one block - 8x8 pixels 
(Fig. 4c). 

The operator of the filtration of text DCT block 

0),( =jiTb utilizes the following criterion: 

(7)   
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2nd step: Creating rectangle around connected 
blocks and filtration of vertical structures according to 
a criterion: 1+> WH , where H and W are 
respectively the height and the width of the 
surrounding rectangle (Fig. 4d). 

3rd step: Horizontal filtration of less than four 8x8 
blocks, assuming that URL addresses have more than 
or equal to four horizontal symbols (Fig. 4e). 

4th step: Vertical filtration of single vertical blocks- 
second pass (Fig. 4f). 

5th step: Horizontal filtration of less than four 8x8 
blocks - second pass (Fig.4g). 

6th step: Creating output image based on the DCT 
blocks mapped as text (Fig. 4h). 

Fig. 5 presents some example original pictures (a) 
and results of the detected and extracted text blocks 
(b). 

Experimental results of the implemented 
algorithm 

The proposed method has been tested on JPEG 
images with the following characteristics:  

Dimensions – from 150 x 220 up to 1900 x 1000 
pixels; 

File sizes – from 7 kB to 444 kB. 
Total time for processing 40 test images is 2.26 

sec. The average execution time is 0.06 sec/image. 
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Fig.3. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm for text block detection. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

 
(g) 

 
(h) 

Fig.4. Illustration of intermediate results for text detection and extraction and filtration of an image. 
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In Table 1 are given the total number of the 
correctly found text fields, the missed ones and falsely 
detected ones which don’t contain text. 

Text region is considered any line of text from one 
letter to a whole text line filling the image entirely in 
horizontal direction. Different text lines are 
considered separate text region regardless of the 
possibility that they may form one single text block. 

To get a general notion of the accuracy of the 
tested approach two general estimations are given – 
Recall and Precision, calculated according to (8) and 
(9) equations respectively: 

(8) 
Regions MissedDetectionsRegion Correct

DetectionsRegionCorrect
Recall

+
=   

(9) 
Alarms FalseDetectionsRegionCorrect

DetectionsRegionCorrect
Precision

+
= . 

 
Table 1  

Text field accuracy detection 

Correct Text 
Region 

Detections 

Missed 
Text 

Regions 

False 
Alarms 

Recall, % Precision, %

98 10 14 90,74 87,5 

 

Conclusion 

The achieved values according to Table 1 are high 
enough corresponding to the current state of similar 
approaches’ performance. The suggested algorithm 
for text detection in the frequency domain and post-
filtration is implemented in the program language C. 
The result of tests are conducted on an HP® Z600 
workstation with dual Quad-core® Intel® Xeon® 
CPUs, 6 GB DDR2 RAM. The text regions detection 
accuracy is estimated for images with different 
dimensions and complex background. The applied 2D 
filtration in DCT domain decreases the false detected 
text blocks.  

In this paper, we have proposed a combination of 
DCT features and a new set of schemes for filtration 
of detected textural, but non-text DCT blocks, differ 
from previously proposed methods and algorithms, 
based on the relative DCT coefficients frequency. The 
method proposed is considered appropriate for the 
purpose. 
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Fig.5. Results of extracted text blocks: (a) input image; (b) computed potential text regions. 
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